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Brussels, 9 September 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NR. 161 
The weekly o;l bullet;n, published by the Comm;ssion, g;ves the latest 
ava;table date relating to pr;ce development ;n the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributEs to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident th~t such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
produc~ categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.~0.~ 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution Cin %) of Community indications for: 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
-2,47X 
+136,40% 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE F.tELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN .. 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES - COMtvlSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
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~;ve•u• ;nd;c•tifs hebdOllida;res des prix hors taxes t la consc•11ation en ~onnaies natic~a,es 
Week.Ly ind;c•tive consuiaer pr;ce levels in national currencies. T11e and duties exc,uded Ci) 
.Pri1 IU 
Prices 11 at: 30.8.82. 
· TABLEAU 1 I I TABL!___:.J 
Essence super Esnnce norHle 611oi l 110Uur 61so;l ch1uff19e Fuel Residuel HTS 
Prea;u• 911oline Regular gasoline Autoaot;ve 911oil Heatfot gasoH Ruidual · Fuet Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
' 
. 
1tl9iQUt (fl)• 15.720 14.840 14.262 13.000 8.220 
....... 111 <N> 2.940 2.875 2.625 2.420 1.670 
Deuttc,land <DII> 783 719 737 666 431 
Ell11 (DR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 17.318 10.905 
Fr•nce (Ff) 2.143,70 1.982,80 2.023,20 1.949,20 1.250 
lrel•nd <Irish It>. 261,93 257,69 244,70 218,70 171,41 
lteli• (Lire> 426.100 384.430 409.700 388.080 241.827 
LuHllbourt (FL) 15.540 14.720 13.420 12.780 8.235 
llnerland (Ft) 907 856 807 749 497 
United lingdoa (It) 173,70 168,00 175,50 189,20 105,50 
(1) Pri1 le plus souvent pr1t;quts et •insi reprtsent1tif1, 1elon le1 aeilleure1 e1ti••tions des experts des Et1t1 ,.._.,res, 
du aarcht pttrolier de chaque Et•t Nellbre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil Hrket in e•ch Netlber State, according to the best 
esti111tes of the national experts. ., .. ,,.. •·· 
<Z> Pris 6 la poape/Pulllp price. 
<3> Pris pour livr1ison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Pris pour livr•isons inftr;eures • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco cons011111teur1. 
Prices for offtakes. o! less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less th•n 24~000 tons per ye•r. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
• Pris 11a1i111ux/N•1i11ua prices. 
rtiveau1 indicatifs hebdoaad1ires de~ pria hors t••es • la conso1111ation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in current dollars. T•• 1nd·dutie1 excluded (1) 
Prh IU 











• .. dt'rl•nd 




> Noyenne/Aver19e (5) • 
.. 
, Variation ffloyenne I 
Average variation I 
30.8.82 /15.12.71 
,:, variation 11oyenne sur 
l ts 5 produitl 
Avt'rage variation for 
all 5 products 
•11.8.82 /15.1Z.78 
Essence· super Essence nor11ale 
Pre11iu11 gasol.iM Regular gasoline 















Gasoil aoteur Gasoil chauff19e I Fuel Residual HTS •ut011otive 911oil Huting gasoil Residual fuel Oil HSC 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (3) i (4) 
298,93 272,47 172,29 
301,89 278-32 192,06 
296,22 267,68 173,23 
245,40 245,40 154,52 
290,.43 279,81 179,44 
337,84 301,94 236,65 
291,7$ 27'.6,36 172,21 
281,28 267,86 172,60 
295,76 274,50 182, 15 
302,84 326,48 182,05 
294,11 279,26 177, 26 
+69X +93X +86X 
+79X 
·ffi;;.,x les plus souvent prat1quis et •ins\ representatifs, selon les aeilleures est;aations des experts des Etats Meabres, du 11archt 
· pttrolier de chaque Etat Membre. , 
rr,ces aost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil 11arket in each Me11ber State, according to the best esti11ates of 
the national experts. 
'')Prix~ la poaor/ Pump price 
· •, l'rix pour llvraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres~/ PricPs for deliveries of 2,000 to ~,000 u,re,. 
,,J r,,x pour livrlison inftrieure • 2000 tonnes par '"ois ou inftr,cure i 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoa11ateur1. 
rri~~s fa., oc-'~akes of less than 2,000 tons per "'onth ,:,r less th~n ~~.OCJ ton~ per year, !>elivered Consulfter Prices. 
'',) '.... ,r·n, .. re, te d'une ponderation des quantites .. • .: ···: : •J·• cna·: •. produtt c,.,;er~.e a .. cours de •' a~nee 1981 
·1,, •· .. u• ~ .:f :. 1 ighting the prices of the i,.,o::uct~ c·~: .. , .. · .. J b: thr. ..:.,n:ities consu!!led cu• '"9 the period 1981 
... -· ---·-- ··-· . ·--: 
i 
• 
coOt.CAf d'allltl'CWistelfflWN1tt en·brut cw la C-..ut .. 
· , CIP Cost of Coaaunity cruN oil IIIPPliH,. 
Prb au 
Price aa at 
Prb au 




1',·:,. dt .,,.,,,, dts roduits o~trol ;,,., ,~ monnaiH nationalts 











Prix 110yens pratiquts au 










,. ltingdoe <It> 
·••tolcaue <Fa> 
•• ,, .. •rk (KD> 
.,..,,, ~• hlend (DIO 
11es (DR) 
, •ncf (FF) 
•Pt end <I .It> 
tel le (Lire> 
,uPabourg (FL) 
•• ,.,f•rl•nd (FL) 
• ltlngdOII (It) 
Essence supe~ Essence Noraale 
PremiUII Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
texts Hors taxes Pr1• de vente Tues I Hors taxes Prix de vente 
w;thout TaxH Sellinq Pric• ! Without Tues S1-llinq Pr;c, 
15.820 ' 16.2811 32.100 15.600 15.400 31.000 
3.382,46 2.897,54 6.280 3.368,04 2.831,96 6.200 
615,26 761,24 1.436,50 666,90 696,90 1.363,80 
15.187,72 28.612,28 43,800 13.074,43 26.625,57 39.700 
2.352,20 2.067,80. 4,420 2.20~,10 1.906,90 4.110 
266,50 244,80 511,30 265,85 241,25 
. 
507, 10 
593.900 426.100 . 1.azo.000 586.270 383.730 970.000 
10.860 15.540 26.400 10.780 14.720 25.500 
862,12 947,U 1.816 859,57 900,43 1.760 
203,70 167,00 370,70 202,80 160,40 363,20 
GasoH Cllauffage Fuel Lourd HTS 
HeaHnt G110H H,avy, Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonn, <3) 
TalH Hors taHs Prix de vente Taxes I Hors taxes . Prix de ventt 
Without Taxts Sell ina Pr-ice Without Taxes Sellinq Price 
2.092 12.308 14.400 - 8.397 8.397 
962,30 2.377,70 3,340 410 1.668 2.078 
102, 14 641,40 , 743,54 15 434,25 449,25 
2.381,67 17.318,33' 19.700 405 10.905 11.310 
526,36 1.898.30 "2.424,66 47 1.220 1.267 
15,30 205,60 .220,.90. 10, 14 140,76 150,90 
91.558 378.089 469.647 1.000 240.830 241.830 
640 12.780. 13.A.2Q 100 8.235 8.335 
173,09 736,10 909,19 11,11 529,19 540,30 
7,70 189,20 196,90 7,93 1C8,98 116,91 
(1) Pr1x a la poape/Puap pr1ce 
<2> Livreisons dt ?000 • 5000 L./D1Hveries of 2,ooo··to S,000 L. 
(3) Livraisons de aoins 2000 tonn,s par mois et de moins de 24.000 ~onnes par an 
Offtakes of less then 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per y1.r, 
Gasoil l'l.>tcur · 
Autoaotiv~ Gasoil 
1000 l (1) 
Taxes Hors taxts I Pru de vent, Without t '11'1'~ Sell in,J Pric, 
8.670 13.430 22. 100 
1.007,38 2.582,62 3.590 
593,71 724,99 1.318,70 
- 17 • .:.'18,33 -
1.397,t.O 1.972,60 3.370 
197,15 229,95 427,10 
94.480 397.520 492,000 
4.420 13.420 17 .840 
380,99 797 ,01 1.178 
178,80 176,70 I 355,50 
I• 47,62 FB - 8,6350 CD -
2,4975 DM - 6,9435 FF -
0,7254 It irl. - 1,395 Lires -
2,7548 Fl - 0,5803 It angl.-
70,27 DR 
tcu• 45,0955 FB - 8,17722 CD -
2,3651 DM - 6,5754 Ff -
0,686968 It irl - 1.321,05 Lire: 
2,60876 fl - 0,549615 ~ angt. 
66,~447 DR 
' 
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--- Brussels, 16 September 1982 
q 't 1 1 .}t II 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NR. 162 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a wbole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20> Weighted average·c1F cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
+ 80% 
+ 1 .26X 
+140,66X 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP.IEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENl'ES - EffiPOllH TON EYPOnAiKON KOtNOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
llh1uu1 iNheetih lttbdo,tadairn ~s prh hors t .. e, a la cossor:111atior, en "·:·Maies 111t;onaln 
Weakly lndicatiVt consuio.r prict ltvtll in natConal currencies. Ta•e end duties a1clllded (1) 
Essene• 1up11r Essence noraale 
Prealua gasolilllt Regular qasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
BelgiQut ('8)• 16.)60 15.400 
hMUk (l)IC) 2.940 Z.17S 
-Oeutschland (DIO 783 719 
" Ellas (DR) 28.612 -<'fJ.625 
France (Ff) 2. 143,70 T.9S2,80 
lr•land Uriah IU 261,93 I, t 257,69 
lUlia (Llrd·· 426.100 *·•JO 
Lunabovrg OL) 15.540 14.720 
llederland (Fl) 918 859 




Prices as at 
Ga <,t) 1 l mot ~ur 






























fuel Residual HTS 













(1) Prix lt plus souvent pratiQuts et alnsl repttsentatlfs, stlon les aeilleures est\•at\ons des expert• des Ctats ,i.at>rts, 
du •archt pttrolier de chaQue Etlt "elllbre. 
Prices aost frtQuently changed •nd thut rtprttentativt, of tha oil .. rket in each "e•ber State, eccording to t~t best 
esti•nes of th" nat;onal f'xnru. ; 
(2) Prix• le poape/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livralson de 2.000 • S.000 lltra1/Price1 for deliveries of 2,000 to S,000 litres. 
; (4) Prix pour livraisons lnferieuras •·2000 tonnes par aois ou inferieures a 24.000 tonnes par an.• Prix franco consom .. teur1. 
Prices for offtakes.of less than 2,000 .tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered C01'11U11er Prices. 
• Prix •axiaaux/Naxi•U111 prices. 
N;veaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des pri• hors ta&ts A la conso~~•t•on en dotla•s courantt 
Weakly 1ndicltivt,consuaer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
Es s,nce SuPtr 
Prix au 
Prices as at 
Essene" nor•ale 
6.9.1982. 
Gasoil 11oteur I Gaso,l chauffage I 
TABUAU z 
TABLI 
fuel Rtsidual NTS 
HS' 
I Pre11i u11 gasol IM Regular gasoline I automotive gasoll H.,.t,ng guoH Ruidual fuel 01 l NSC 
1000 L 1000 L I 1000 L 1000 L Ton,w (2) (2) <n (3) (4) 
BelgiQue • 343,04 322,91 305,09 278,69 172,36 
o-arll 337 ,S4 330,08 301,37 277 ,84 191,73 
OeuUchland 115,21 289,4S 297,50 270,93 172,70 
(tin 406,42 378,19 246,00 246,00 154,90 
f ranee 306,94 283,90 289,69 279,09 178,98 
:re land 362,53 356,66 3.l8,6!! 302,69 237,24 
It ;l la 304,61 274,88 296,68 277, 18 172, 12 
4. u • f'1tb<>ur9 325,15 308,66 281,40 ;67 ,98 172,67 
-.,:!rrl~nd 337,37 315,69 300,99 279,30 181,~5 
U"lted ICingdoa 296,10 .. 286,28 302,48 326,09 180,79 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
•> "oyeM•IAvertgt (5) 311i01 · 293,09 295,91 280,86 176,IS 
b) V•r1ation •oyenne I 
A•·erag~ var1at;on I +611 +601 +70% +90 +851 
6.9.t2 /15.12.78 
c) v,r,at,on 11oyf'nn• sur 
le• S produiU 
I J AvPr1ge v•riation for +80X all S products 
6.9.82 /1S.12.71 . 
(\) Pr1• Les plus so~vtnt prat1Quh ti ains1 repr•s•ntat1fs, selon Lu at,il lf'ures. est l•at 1ons des experts dts Etats "••bres, dv •••cha 
pftrot,•r dP chaQue Etat M~mbr•. 
Prices •ost freQutntly ch•rgtd and thus r•Pr•s•ntat;v, of the oil aarket in each "••btr State, according to th• b,,st esttaat•• of 
the national experts. 
'.2) Pri• i la POMPPI Puffip price 
~I Pr.a ~vvr 11vr•;son de 2.000 ~ 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to S,000 litres • 
.:.) Pr,. pour livra1-;on ,nffr1c..Jr,. I >0(10 tonn•s par 1t1ols ou 1nterH•ur• d 24.(;UJ ton."les par 1n. Pri1 fr1nco conso,..•atPu.rs. 
Pr1 •, for ooftakes ot l•~s than ?,000 tons per month or tess thdn :,,oco :er;~ per ~~~r. OellvPrpd Consuffl~r Prices. 
S> lia ~--~,~""' re"sutte d'une cv.~.!1:"r•t•on Cf'S Qudnt1tes consomm1.·~~ a~ ,r,4Q .... f-' pr<.,.Ju1t ,~."1~.:rr:e .Ju ,o..,rs de l'annfe , 981 Tn• rrsutt of _,.;g~.:ing tht pr~c•s. c,i the prc,~Jc.t:. (O:" . .:t,rri;;;j ty the Quent1t1,.· cor-i~v!'fted ouring th~ p~r,od 19o1. • 
TABLEAU 3 / 
TAIILE 
Cout CAF d'approvisionne•ent rn brut de la C011•unaut•. 
(IF Cost of Coaaunity crude oil IUlllll it1, 15.12.78 
Pric• as it 
Prix au Ju,n 1982' 
l'riet as at June 1982 
Evolution CX) 
6.9.82 /15.12.78 
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PRESSE·MEDDHHSE • MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE •PRESS-RELEASE• INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
ANHOINDIH rlA TON nno . INFDRMAZIDNE ALLA STAMPA • MEDEDHING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 23 September 1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 163 
'-/'f/7,'tll 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely av,3ilable on demand (telephone 235.34.~0.) 
J Week Ly summary : I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
10) Weighted average pre_-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average·c1F cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 





KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSIO,',J DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAfKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

~iveaux indicatifs hebdo.,daires des prix hors ta,~s a la consommation en monnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative contuaer prict ltvtll in natiG .. al currencies, Taxe and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdoaadaire> 
.Prix au 
Pri cu u at 
13,9,(12 TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residuel HTS 
Preaium gasoline Regular gasoline Auto~otive gasoil Heating gasoH ResidJal Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 10u0 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FB)* 16.360 15.400 14.822 13.564 8.220 
DanHrk (DK) 2.990 
.. 
,2.920 ,. 72() 2.510 1,685 
Deutschland CD") 782 716 737 683 432 
El las (DR) 28.61·2 26.625 17.318 17.318 10.905 I · France (FF) 2,219,60 2.058,70 2 .073,BO 2,000,60 1.250 
Ireland <Irish ll> 261,93 257,69 244,70 I 218,70 171,41 Italia (Lire)" 426.100 384.430 414.910 I 394.167 241.103 
Luxellbourg (FL) 15 .540 14,720 13.420 12.780 8.235 
Nederland (Fl) 933 873 823 760 496 
United Kingdom <ll> 171,80 166,10 175,50 189,20 103,30 
-
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs, selon Les aeilleures estiaations des experts des Etats "embres, 
du marche petrolier de chaque Etat Mellbre, ' 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts, 
(2) Prix• la po11111e/Pump price, 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2,000 • 5,000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inUrieures • 2000 tonnes par mois ou inUrieures • 24,000 tonnes par an, Prix franco consoamateurs, 
Prices for offtakes of Less than 2,000 tons per •onth or Less than 24,000 tons per year, Delivered Consuaer Prices, 
* Prix aaxiaaux/Maximua prices, 
Niveaux indlcatifs hebda11adalres des prix hors taxes• la comsommation en dollars courants 













al Moyenne/Average (5) 
b) Variation aoyenne X 
Average variation X 
13.9.82 /15.12,78 
c) Variation moyenne sur 
les 5 produits 
Average variation for 
all 5 products 






335, 20 I 310,25 I 400,59 
311, 19 I 355,59 
300,44 I 320,92 




Prices as at 13,9. 1982 
I Essence norHle Gasoil moteur Regular gasoline I automotive gasoil 1000 L I 1000 L (2) I (2) 
318,03 I 306,u9 
327 ,35 ' 304,93 I 
284,07 I 292,40 372,74 242,44 
288,63 I 290,75 349,83 332,20 
271,05 I 292,55 304,00 I 277, 14 
316,07 ' 297,97 




I Gasoil chauffage I 
Heating gasoil I 
1000 L ! 
(3) ! 











I +94X i I 
TABLEAU z I 
TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 

















(1> Prix Les plus souvent pratiques et a,nsi representatifs, selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des Etats Membres, du marcht 





Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according to the Dest est,mat~s of 
the national experts. 
Prix a la pompe/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2,000 a 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieure a 24,000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consummateurs. 
Prices fur oofta~es of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Cunsumer Prices. 
La moyennc resul te d' une ponder at ion des Quant i tes consommees de chaque produi t concerne au cours de , 'aMec ·, 981 
The rP.sult of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the Quantities consumed during the period 19ol 
• Prix maxiM3t,x/M~ximum pr,rPS; 
TABLtAU 3 
TABLt 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la Communaute. 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies, 
Prh au 
Price as at 
15.12,78 
Prix au iuin 198t 




























BULLETIN PETROLIER· CEE NO'. 163 
EEC OIL BULLETIN NO. 163 
Pr;x c.A.F. •oyens de l'approvis;onnement en petrole brut de la Communaute 
en I par ba r_i l • , 
Average c.I.F. pdces pf Community supplies of crude oil in I per barrel 
BEL IEN GERM· 
4e Trim 78 13,95 13,92 14,04-4th Q 78 
1e Trim 79 14,70' 15,12 15;, 12·. 1st Q 79 
2e Trim 79 
2nd Q 79 16,65 18,20 18,44 
3e Trim 79 20,10 22,42. 22,35~ 3rd Q 79 
4e Trim 79 22,47 24,75 25,61 4th Q 79 
1e Trim 80 27,98 31,92 31,90 1st Q 80 
,e Trim 80 30,47 33,28 33,51 2nd ';I 80 
3" Trim 80 
-
34,64 34,63. 3rd Q 80 
4e Trim 80 
-
35,24 35,44-· 4th Q 80 
1e trim 81 
-
38,50 38,40 1st Q 81 -
?.e Trim 81 
2nd Q 81 - 37,53 37,38 
3e Trim 81 
-
34,69 35,64. 3rd Q 81 
.. 
4e Trim 81 
. 
-
35,48 35,82 4th Q 81 
1e Trim.82 - 34,42 35,18 
1st Q.82 
?eTrim82 I i - 32;~0 j33,12 





Base 4e Trimestre 1978 = 100 










14,19 13,88 13,29 13,84 13,83 13,87 
14,84 · 14,80 14,29 15,01 14,a5 14,81 
.. 
17,11 16,65 16,71 17,36 17,82 17,48 
21,32· 20,16 20,81 21,58 21,78 21,53 
24,18 23,11 23,12 24,20 24,05 24,20 
' .\
30;63 28,54 29,50 30,20 30,78 30,56 
32,38 31,10 31,20. 32,06 33,25 32,45 
33~90· 32,19 32,69 33,76 34,21 33,85 
135,25 33,49 33,69 35,16 34,95 34,92 
37,30 35,90-36,.85 -36,70 37,5S 37,45 
• 
137,76 137,11 136,82 37,53 37,51 37,39 
136,41 - 135,52 35,38 35,01 35,65 
t 
36,07 - 134,89 35,49 35,63 35,62 
35,99 - 34,19 35,50 34,67 35,10 
' . I 





















TALSMANOENS GRUPPE- SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROI.P- GROUPE OU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMA/J.A EKnPOronov TYllO'? - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOEROER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHlUNG AN OIi PRHSI • PRHS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A lA PRISSI 
ANHOINDIH rlA TON TYRO • INFDRMAZIDNI Alli STAMPA • MIDIDIUNG AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 30 September 1982. 
'IYI 7. YI/ 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 164 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is. limited·even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical ·products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of .market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A- detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commiision Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.~0.> 
J Weekly summary : I Ev?lution (in X> of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average·c1F cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMt.lSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOOH TON EYPOllAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
~iveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors taxes• la conso .. ation en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuaer pdce levels in national currencies • Taxe and duties excludad (1) 
(Tableau hebdomadaire) 
.Prh au 
Prices as at 20.9.82 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Essence· noraale Gasoil moteur Fuel Residuel HTS Essence super Gasoil chauffage 
Preaium gasoline Regular gasoline Autoaotive gasoil Heating gasoil ResidJal Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique <Fa>• 16.360 15.400 15.094 13.829 8.497 
. 
Danaark <OK) 2.990 2.920 2.720 2.510 1.685 
Oeutschland (ON) 797 732 745 699 429 
El las (DR) 28,612 26.625 17.318 17.318 10.905 
France (FF) 2.219,60 2.058,70 2.073,80 2.000,60 1.250 
Ireland (Irish It) 261,93 257 ,69 244, 70- 218,70 171,41 
Italia CL ire):·· 426.100 384.430 414.910 393.727 240.307 
Luxeabourg (FL) 15. 540' 14.720 14.770 13.430 8.627 
Nederland (Fl) 950 890 853 789 507 
United Kingdoa (It) 180,40 174,60 181,30 197,90 105,10 
, 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon les meilleures estimations des experts des Etats Neabres, 
du. march! petrolier de chaque Etat flleabre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil market in each flleaber State, atcording to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix~ la pompe/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inftrieures • 2000 tonnes par mois ou inftrieures i 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consomaateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
• Prix aaxiaaux/Naximum prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes• la consommation en dollars courants 








Deutsch land 319 ,82 






Un it ed Ki ngdoffl 309,43 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a> Moyenne/Average (5) 317 ,30 
b) Variation moyenne X 
-+65X Average variation X 
20.9.198115.12.78 
c) Variation moyenne sur 
Les 5 produits 
Average variation for 
all 5 products 
20.9.1982/15.12.78 
Prix au 
Prices as at 20,9.1982. 
Essence normale Gasoil 11oteur 
Regular gasoline auto11otive gasoil 









306,54 307 ,58 
325, 77 312,23 






















TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 
















(1) Pr,x Les plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representat,fs, selon les me1lleures estimations des experts des Etats fllembres, du marcht 






Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best esti~ates of 
the national e,perts. 
Prix a la pompe/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2,000 a 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,GOO to 5,000 l,tres. 
Prix pour l1vraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieure a 24,000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consommateurs, 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Oelivere? Consumer Prices. 
La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommCes de chaque produit concerne au cours de .'arnee 1Y81 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the ~uantities consumed during the period 1981 




Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la Communaute. 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 13,87 107,76 
Prix au juin 1982 I Price as at June 1982 33,38 
I Evolution CU 
1
20.9.82 /15.12.78 
I ______________ ,_·_14_0_,_66 __ , ___________ _ 
.1 ... __ "_e_r_Ho_-~_:_L._o~-~--·_·_.-j .. 
.. . 
The.Commission Oil Bulletin indicates: 
1. Each week 
a> the indicative level of the most representative pre-tax consumer prices i~ 
each Member state and -for the Community as a whole, for the following principal 
oil products and consumer types: 
- premium and regular gasolines and automotive gasoil, at the pump; 
.:: 
- heating gasoil, for deliveries of 2000 to 5000 litres; 
residual fuel oil (maximum sulphur content) delivered prices for (small> 
consumers with offtakes of less than 2000 metric tons per month or less 
than 24.000 metric tons per year. 
These price levels are indicated in national currencies (Table 1) and in current 
dollars (Table l). In the latter case, the bulletin also indicated for the 
Community as a whole, the percentage change from mid December 1978 in the 
price of each product~ and in the average for all the products considered 
weighted according to their consumption during a given period. 
b> the cif cost level of Community crude oil supplies, calculated at the 
date of landing (Table 3>. This is a weighted average which includes 
Community produced crude oils consumed within the producing member state 
and based on the actual structure of Community supply and the prices 
actually paid for the crude oils concerned (i.e. including both rebates and 
premia). Data for this calculation are obtat~ed in the main, from the monthly 
declarations made under· the Community· system for the registration of crucfe 
ot l i"1)orts. · 
2. Each Month 
Average ruling prices (and the taxes and duties applicable) in national currency 
for principal oil products in each member state as at the 15th of the previous 
month (Table 4). For the same date, this table also shows the rates of 
exchange against the dollar and the European Unit of Account to fac;litate 
comparison, ;1 desired, between Member states. 
3~ Each Quarter 
The level in current dollars, and the indexed evolution s;nce the first quarter 
of 1977 (Fourth quarter 1978 = 100), of the average CIF price of crude oil supply 
for each Member state and for the Community as a whole. 
These average CIF prices, obtained•through application.of a 1976 Counc;l 
Direct;ve and a Commission implementing decision of 1977 on price transparency, 
are derived from oil co,rpany declarations received by the Commission via 
Member states; these data cover at least 85 X of crude oil imports and include 
local crude production. Average quarterly costs for each type of crude are 
weighted by the quantities actually supplied using the official market rates 
of exchange to obtain the most representative supply cost indications. 
Finally table 6 shows, by Member Country and for the Community, the i~orted 
supply cost of the main petroleum products. This cost figure is also 
available in accordance with the requirements of Community documents on the 
transparency of the-·prices··mentioned .above .. 

TALSMANOENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROlPE DU PORTE-AI\ROLE 
a..1A/:iA EKnPOl:OllOY TYnoY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BlJEAlJ VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTIILUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANHOINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INfORMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 7 October 1982. 




The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to pri~e development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is Limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each.Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. · 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.SQ.) 
J Weekly summary: I Evolution (in X) of Community i ndi cat ions for . . 
10) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 +80% 
compared with previous week 
-2,44% 
20) Weighted average·c1F cost 9f crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 +140,66% 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER EUROPAlSCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - Ca..1~ DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnITPOnH TON EYPOllAiKON KOtNOTHTON 
COMMISSlONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
--....--------------------------------------~-----------~-----------·---
ftiveaux indicatifs he~ires des prix hors taxes• la consoaaation en aonnaies nationales 
W.ekly indicative consuaer price levels in national currencies. 'felle end dutiee excluilid (1) 
(Tabl•au hebdoaadaire> 
;Prix au 82 Prices as at : 27 "9" 
TABLEAU 1 TAB\.E 
Essence super Essence noraale Gasoil aoteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residuel HTS 
Preaiu• gasoline Regular gasoline AutOIIOt i ve guol l HHtfog gasotl Resldu'al Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
lelgique <fl>• 16.520 15.480 15 .• 382 14.120 8.72'1 
Danaark (DK) 2.785 2.715 2.720 2.510 1.685 
Deutschland (DN) 797 731 751 702 427 
Elles (DR) 28.612 26.625 17 .318 17.318 10.905 
France <FF) 2.219,60 2.058,70 2.073,80 2.000,60 1.250 
Ireland Clrish II> 274,22 269,47 ' 264,2! 228,70 181,99 
Italia (Li re)'· 446.940 405.270 414.910 393,727 240.307 
Luxellbourg <FL) 15.540 14.720 14. 770 13.430 8.627 
Nederland'· (Fl) 950 890, 853 789 507 
United Kingdom Cir'.) 179,40 173,70 183,20 197 ,90 104,90 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon les aeilleures est~ations des experts des Etats Nellbres, 
du aarcht petrolier de chaque Etat Membre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each Nellber State, according to the best 
estiaates of the national experts. 
'(2) Prix i la poape/Puap price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inferieures • 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoa .. teurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
• Prix ••xiaaux/Maxiaua prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebd0111adaires des prix hors taxes• la cons01111ation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consumer prictt levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdoaadaire) Prix au 
Prices as at 27.9.1982 TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Essence super Essence nol'fflale 6asoi l IIOteur · Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline automotive gasoil 'Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique• 336,86 315,66 313,66 287,92. 178,00 
Dant1ark 314,15 306,26 306,82 283, 13 190,07 
Deutsch land 314,77 288, 70 296,60 277 ,25 168,64 
El las 398,32 370,66 241,09 241,09 151,81 
France 310,39 287 ,88 290,00 279, 76 174,80 
Ireland 370,21 363,80 356,79 308,76 245,70 
Italia 314,08 284,79 291,57 276,68 168,87 
Luxembourg 316,88 300,16 301,18 273~85 175,91 
. Nederland 342,96 321,20 307 ,94 284,83 183,03 
United Kingdom 305,46 295,76 311,93 336,96 178,61 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
al l'loyenne/Average (5) 315,45 294,34 ! 296,62 285,49 174,48 
b) Variation moyenne X I Average variation X +64X +60X I +70% +97X +83X 
27.9.82 /15.12.78 
. 
c) Variat;on moyenne sur 
les 5 produits 
Average variation for I +SOX I all 5 products 
27.9.82 /15.12.78 
(1) " " " ' Pr,x les plus souvent prat1Quts et a1ns. representat1fs, selon les meilleures est1mat1ons des experts des Etats Membres, du marcht 
petrolier de chaque Etat Membre. 
Pri·ces most frequently charged and thus represe~tative of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best estiaates of 





Prix • la po1111e/. Pump price 
Prix po~r livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres.( Prices fq~ deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inf~rieure • 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieure a 24.000 ton~es par an. Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 to~s per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
La moyenne resulte d"une ponderation des quantites consommees de chaque produ;t concerne au cours de l'annee 1981 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the qua~tities consumed during the period 1981 
* Prix •aximaux/Maximum prices. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionneaent en brut de l• C011munaut•. 




Price as at 
Prix au juin 1982 33,38 +/-246,43 
Prfce a, at June 1982 
Evolution C:O 
27 .9.82 /15.12.78 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOH)flOY TYllO'i' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
·:.·: .·· :·.·: .. :.: ··.·.:. . .. : . : :·. .. . . .. 
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PRISSl·MIDDUUSI • MITTHLUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RUIASI • INFORMATION A LA PRHSI 
ANAIDINDIH nA TON nno • INFORMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA. MIDIDUING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 14 October 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No 166 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a Longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
j Weekly summary: I Evolution Cin X> of Community indications for: 
10) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 
compared with 15. 12. 78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average·cIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 





KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - En!TPOnH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 




Essence super Essence norule 
f Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
Belgique <Fa>• 16.680 15.640 
Danurk (DK) ~ 3.105 3,035 
Deut1chlend (DII) 812 754 
.Ell11 (DR) 28.612. 26.625 
France (ff) 2.219,60 2.058,70 
Ireland Urhh I!) 274,22 269,47 
Italia (Lire)'· 446.940 405.270 
Luxellbourg (FL) 15.540 14.720 
Nederland (Fl) 951 892 
United Kingdoa (I!) 178,50 172,70 
;Prh au 






























TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Fuel R,siduel HTS 













(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiqu•s et ainsi repr,sentatifs, 1elon Les aeilleures e1tiaetions des experts des Etats Neabres, 
du urch• pe,:olier de chaque Etat Neabre. 
Prices aost '·equently changed and thus representative, of the oil .. rket in each Neaber State, according to the best 
estiaates ot •,e national experts. 
(2) Prix • la pc; ,e/Pu111p price. 
(3) Prix pour li i-aison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inftrieures • 2000 tonnes par aoh ou inf6rieures •· 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco cons-teura. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
• Prix .. xiaaux/llaxiaua prices. 
Nlveaux indicatifs hebdo111adai~es des prix hors taxes• le cons01111ation en dollars courants 








Deutsch land 318,45 






United Ki ngdOfl 300,96 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
•> Noyenne/Average (5) 314,42 
b) Variation aoyenne X 
Average variation X 
4.10.82 /15.12.78 +63X 
c> Variation aoyenne sur 
Les 5 produits 
Average variation for 
all 5 products 
4.10.82 /15.12._?8 
Prix au 


















Gasoi l 110teur Gasoi l chauffage 
eutoaotive gesoil Heating gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (3) 












I 82X I 
TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 




















petrolier de chaQue Etat Ne•bre. · 
Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best estlaates of 
the national experts. 
Prix• la pompe/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure 6 2000 tonnes par mois ou inftrieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consomaateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
La •oyenne resulte d"une ponderation des quantites conso .... tes de chaque produit concerne au cours de l"annee 198:t. 
The result of weighting the price~ of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 198 1 
• Pr;x maximaux/Maximum prices. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoOt CAF d"approvisionneaent en brut de la C111111unaute. 
CIF Cost of Co••unity crude oil supplies, 
Prix au 
Price II at 
15.12.78 
Prix au juin 1982 






TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOH)flOY TYnoi' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANHOINDIH nA TON nno · INfORMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA. MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
'-{'f/7, '{I/ 
Brussels, 21st October 1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 167 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a·comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
I 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely av~ilable on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average·c1F cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSKJN DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOllAIKON KOtNOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
' 
' 
tiliveaux indicatifs hebdolladaires des prix hors taxes• la conso .. ation en 111onnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded <1> 
;Prh au 
Prices as at 11.10.82. 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE (Tableau hebdomadaire) 
Essence super Essence norHle Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residuel HTS 
Preaiu• gasoline Regular gasoline Autoaotive gasoil Heating gasoi.l Residu'al Fuel Oil HSC 
100C! L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FB)* 16.680 15 .640 15.950 14.692 9.308 
Dan.ark (DK) 3.060 2.995 2.905 2.690 1.740 
Deutschland (DM) 812 754 764 730 432 
El las (DR) 28.612 26.625 17 .3.18 17 .318 10.905 
France (FF) 2.219,60 2.058,70 2.073,80 2.000,60 1.360 
Ireland <Irish IL> 274,22 269,47 262,75 234,40 171,39 
Italia (Lire)'· 446.940 405.270 429.700 407.123 246. 138 
Luxellbourg (FL> 15.54C1 14. 720 14. 770 13.430 8.627 
Nederland·. (Fl> 950 890 895 835 530 
United Kingdo• <IL> 176,60 170,90 183,20 197,90 109,'10 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon les aeilleures estiaations des experts des Etat1 Meabre1, 
du. marcht p6trolier de chaque E~at Membre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, af the oil aarket in each Meaber State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix 6 la poape/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 I 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inftrieures t 2000 tonnes par mois ou inftrieures I 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoaaateur1. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
* Prix aaxiaaux/Maxiaua prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes 6 la consommation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdoaadaire) Prix au 
Prices as at 11.10.1982. TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil 111oteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique* 343,98 322,54 328,93 302,99. 191,95 
Danmark 345,46 338,13 327,97 303,69 196,44 
Deutsch land 324,86 301,66 305,66 292,05 172,83 
Ellas - 403,04 375,05 243,94 243,94 1S3,6-1 
France 313,85 291, 10 293,24 282,89 192,30 
Ireland 373,24 366,77 357,62 319,04 233,27 
Italia 314,10 284,82 301,99 286,12 172,98 
Luxembourg 320,47 303,56 304,60 276,96 177 ,91 
Nederland 347 ,92 325,94 327,77 305,80 194, 10 
United Kingdo• 303,59 293,79 314,93 340,20 187 ,55 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a> Moyenne/Average (5) 318,85 302,92 304,97 295,60 182,39 
b) Variation moyenne X +66% Average variation X +65% +75X +104% +91% 
11.10.82 /15.12.78 
c> Variation moyenne sur 
Les 5 produits 
Average variation for I +86X I all 5 products 
11.10.82 /15.12.,.78 
' ' " ' " (1) Prix les plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon les meilleures estimations des experts des Etats Meabres, du aarcht 
p6trolier de chaque Etat Me111bre. 
Prices most frequently charged 1nd 0thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best estimates of 
the national experts. 
(2) Prix• la pompe/ Pump price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraison inf6rieure • 2000 tonnes par mois ou inftrieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco conso••~teurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered consuaer Prices 
(5) La moyenne resulte d"une pond6ration des quantites consommees de chaque produit concerne au cours de l'annee 1981 • 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 1981. 
* Prix maxiaaux/Maximum prices. 
. 
. 
CoOt CAF d11pprovisionnement en brut de la Communaute. 
CIF Cost of Com•unity crude oil supplies, 
Prix IU 
Price as at 
15.12.78 
Prix au juin 1982 
Price as at June 1982 
Evolution CU 
11.10.82 /15.12.78 
~rix de vente des produits petroliers en monnaies nationales 








Prix moyens pratiques au 
Average of prices ruling as at 15.8.1982. 




El las (OR) 
France (FF) 
Ireland <I.IL> 
Italia CL ire> 
Luxembourg (FL) 
Nederland (FL,) 










u. Kingdo• <IL> 
Essence super Essence Normale 
Premium Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Pr,x de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Sellina Price Without Taxes Sellin!! Price 
16.420 14.680 31.100 16.200 13.800 30.000 
3.382,46 2.897,54 6.280 3.368,04 2.831,96 6.200 
674,55 755,75 1.430,30 665,76 688,14 1.353,90 
1S.187,72 28.612,28 43.800 13.074,43 26.625,57 39.700 
2.366,30 2.143,70 4.510 2.217,20 1. 982,80 4.200 
266,49 l64,81 531,30 268,84 257,86 526,70 
693.900 426.100 1.120.000 685.570 384.430 1.070.000 
10.860 15,540 26.400 10.780 14,720 25.500 
864 922 1.786 855 875 1.730 
204,80 173,90 378,70 203,80 167, 50 371,30 
' 
Gasoil Chauffage Fuel Lourd HTS 
Heating Ga soi l Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes . Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
2.159 12. 701 14.860 - 7.895 7.895 
962,30 2.377,70 3.340 410 1.668 2.078 
105,44 666,80 772,24 15 432,93 447,93 
2.381,67 17.318,33 19.700 405 10,905 11.310 
535,80 1.949,20 2.485 47 1.257 1.304 
15,30 218,90 234,20 10, 14 155,06 165 ,20 
121.495 377 .645 499.140 1.000 241.506 242.506 
640 12.780 13.420 100 8.235 8.335 
175 747 922 11, 11 498 509,11 
7,7 . 188,30 196,00 7,93 108,36 116,29 
(1) Pr1x • la pompe/Pump price 
<2> Livraisons de iopo • 5000 L,/Deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L, 
(3) Livraisons de moins 2000 tonnes par •ois et de •oins de 24,000 tonnes par an 
Offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per ye~r, 
· Gasoi l Moteur · 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L, (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vent, 
Without taxes Sell ina Pri c, 
8.770 13.830 22.600 
1007,38 2.582,62 3.590 
591,43 707,47 1.298,90 
- 17.318,33 -
1.406,81 2.023,20 3.430 
200,82 247,08 447,90 
125.5"20 404.480 530.000 
4.420 13.420 17,840 
382 806 1.188 
178,60 174,80 353,40 
Taux au 16.8.1982 
1 S = 48,15 FB - 8,7640CD -
2,5195 DM - 71,20 DR. -
7,0150 FF - 0,7320 ~ irl 
1.407,25 Lires - 2,7745 Fl,-
0,5882 ~ angl. · 
~cu= 45,1458 FB - 8,21719 CD -
UCE 2,!623 OM - 66,7576 DR -
6,57731 FF - 0,686389 ~ irl.-
1.319,45 Lires - 2,60139 Fl. 
0,551534 ~ angl. 
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'/l/17 .. '(I/ 
Brussels, 28th October, 1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 168 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is Limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product_ categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A de~ailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.SC.) 
J Week Ly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average·c1F cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN .. 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPGnH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
-~;veaux indicatifs hebdolladaire1 des prix hors taxes• la conso .. ation en 110nnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels ;n national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded (1> 
(Tableau hebdolladalre> .Prix au 18 10 82 Prices as at : • • 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Essence super Essence noraale &asoil aouur &asoil chauffage 
:~~d~~i:~:t :1: HSC Preaiu• gasoline Regular ga1ol ine Autoaot i ve gHoil Heating ga1oil 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FB>• 16.680 15.640 15.950 14.692 9.308 
Danaark (DK) 3 • .P60 2.995 2.905 2.690 1.740 
Deutschland (DN) 817 751 791 743 438 
Elles (DR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 17.318 10.905 
France <FF> 2.295,50 2.134,60 2.132,80 2.051,20 1.360 
Ireland <Irish It> 274,22 269,47 262,75 234,40 171,39 
Italia (Lire)''· 446.940 405.270 429.700 407 .123 255.658 
Luxellbourg (FL) 15.950 14.980 15.190 14.250 9.438 
Nedertand • (Fl) 950 890 895 835 539 
United Kingdom (t) 177 ,50 171,80 187,00 212,90 117 ,20 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representat;fs, selon Les aeilleures estiaatlons des experts des Etats Neabres, 
du aarche petrolier de chaque Etat Nellbre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each Neaber State, according to the best 
estiaates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix• la poMpe/PUMp price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 6 5.000 l;tres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inf6rieures 6 2000 tonnes par aois ou inferieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoa .. teurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
• Prix aaxiaaux/Naxiaua prices. 
Niveaux lndicatifs hebdo•adaires des prix hors taxes 6 la consommation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded Ci> 
(Tableau hebdoaadaire) Prix au 
Prices as at 18.10.1982 TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Pre•iua gasoline Regular gasoline autoMotive gasoil Heating gasoH Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique• 342,29 320,95 327,31 301,49 191,01 
Dan.ark 346,74 339,37 329,17 304,81 197,16 
Deutsch land 325,32 299,04 314,97 295,86 174,41 
El las 400,95 373,11 242,68 242 ,68 152,82 
France 323,19 300,54 300,29 288,80 191,48 
Ireland 371,72 365,28 356,17 317, 74 232,33 
Italia 312, 11 283,01 300,07 284,30 178,53 
LuxeMbourg 327,31 307 ,41 311,72 292,43 193,68 
Nederland 346,91 325,00 326,83 304,92 196,83 
United Kingdo• 303,36 293,62 319 ,60 363,86 200,30 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
a) l'loyenne/Average (5) 3,20,67 302,77 309,14 300,98 186,19 
bl Variltion Moyenne'°X 
+66X +65X +78X +108X +95X Average variation X 
18.10.82 /15.12.78 
c) Variation aoyenne sur 
l es 5 produit s 
I Average variation for +89X I all 5 products 
18.10.82 /15.12.78 
(1) ' . ' ' ' Prix Les plus souvent prat1qu•s et a,ns, representat,fs, selon les me,lleures est,mat,ons des experts des Etats l'lembres, du marche 





Prices Most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil Market in each Member State, according to the best estimates of 
the national experts. 
Pr;x • la pompe/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure • 2800 tonnes par aois ou inferieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per Month or less than 24,000 tons· per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommees de chaque produit concerne au cours de L'annee 1981 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 19e1 
• Pr;x maximaux/Maximum prices. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la COllllunaute. 
Clf Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 
Prix au juillet 1982 





33,65 +/- 248 
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LJ'-117,'(tl 
Brussels, 4rd November 1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 169 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken ~f market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 2:5.34.)0.) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average·cIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP4:ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMl.NTIES - COMMSSION DES eot.MlllAUTES El.R)PEENIIES - EllTPOflH TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNfTA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
-. ------------------ ···-----------
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes a la conso .. ation en monnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdomadaire) ;Prix au Prices as ~t 25.10.82. 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Essence super Essence noraale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffagt Fuel Residuel 
·' 
HTS 
Pre•iUII gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil ResidJal Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FB)* 16.680 15.640 1 5.950 14.692 9.3n8 
Dan•ark (DI() 3.020 2.955 2.860 2.690 1.740 
Oeutschland (OIi) 814 748 803 744 429 
El las (ORl 28.612 26.625 17.318 :7.318 10.905 
France (FF) 2.,'.95,50 2.134/> 0 2.132,80 2.051,?0 1.360 
Ireland Clri sh ID 274,22 269,47 262,75 234,40 171,39 
Italia CL ire)··. 446.940 405.270 447.090 432.340 265.353 
Luxembourg (FL) 15.950 14.980 15.190 14.250 9.438 
Nederland (Fl) 950 890 895 835 539 
United Kingdom(~) 185,20 179,40 187 ,00 212,70 116,50 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs, selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des Etats llembres, 
du marche petrolier de chaque Etat llembre. 
Prices most frequently changed.and thus representative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
<2> Prix 6 la pompe/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour l ivrai sons :nferieures • 2000 tonnes par moi s ou inferi eures a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix f'ranco consommateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
* Prix maximaux/llaximum prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes a la consommation en dollars courants 







Dann1ark ::6, 77 
Deutsch land 318,90 






Un it ed Ki ngdom 311,89 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a) Moyenne/Average (5) 318,88 





c> Variation moyenne sur 
l es 5 produit s 
Average variation for 
all 5 products 
25.10.82 /15.12._78 
Prix au 


















Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage 
automotive gasoil Heating guoi l 





238,73 238, 73 
296,18 284,84 
350,10 312,40 
307, 17 297,03 
307 ,83 288,78 




I +88X I 
TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 
















(1) ' ' Pr1x Les plus souvent prat1ques et a,nsi representat1fs, selon Les me,Lleures est1n1at1ons des experts des Etats llembres, du marche 






Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best estimates of 
the natioPal experts. 
Prix a la pompel Pump orice 
Prix pour livraiso~ de 2.000 a 5.00P litres.I Prices for deliveries o• 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieure a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco conson1mateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 Lons per month or less than 24,dOO to~s per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
La moyenne resulte \J'une ponderation des quantites consommees de chaaue produit concerne au tours de l 'annee 1981 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the aua~tities consumed during the period 1981 




CoOt CAF d'approvisionne•ent en brut de la CoMllunaut6. 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 13,87 107,76 
Prix au juillet 198? 
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OMAM EKnPOrnnoY TYnO\t - GRlJ'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - 8U'EAU VAN DE VVOORDVOEROER 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTIUUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAIOINDIH rlA TON TYDD • INFORMAZIONI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 11th Nevember, 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 170 
"/'(11,Ytl 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the C01111ission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribut'ion which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletfo pubUshed at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.SO.) 
J Weekly summary: j Evolution (in I) of Co11111unity indications for: 
10> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for printipal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
+88% 
+142,60% 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EU~ISKE FA:LLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EI.R>PAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COM\tSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES - COMMISSK)N DES COMVUWJTES ElR)f>EB\N:S - EflTPOllH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMI.NTA EUROPEE - COMt.lSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
.. 
--------,,.----------------------------------------------. ·- - .. --· 
•ive- inclicatifs llebdoudaires •s prix hors taxes • la con-tion en mnnaies nati-lH 
lleelrly indicative consllll8r price levels in nati-l currencies. Taae and duties eacluilid <1> 
(Tableau hebdollldai re> 
~Prix au 
Prices Hat 2.11.1912. I. TMUAU 1 . TAILE 
Esnnce super Essence norule Gasoil aoteur . lasoil chauff ... Fuel IHiduel m 
Pre11i1111 gasoline Regular gasoline AutOIIOtive gasoil lleati1111 psotf. IHtclllal Fuel Oil IISC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L T-(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
lelgique (F9)• 16.680 15.640 15.694 14.427 9.308 
..... rk (DIC) 2.695 2.625 2.820 2.690 1.740 
teutschland <IIID 811 744 803 746 430 
Elles . (DR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 _17.318 10.905 
France (FF) 2.298,30 2.137,40 2.127,20 2.051,20 1.360 
Ireland (Irish C> 247,22 269,47 262,75 234,40 171,39 
Italia (Lire>'· 446.940 405.270 447.090 432.340 265.3n 
Luxellbourg <FL> 15.95b 14.980 15.190 14.250 . 9.438 
Nederland• (Fl) 938 878 879 820 552 
United 1tingdoa <O 185,20 179,40 190,80 212,70 116,50 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiqufs et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon les aeilleures esti .. tions des experts des Etets ......,.s, 
du aarcht pttrolier de cheque Et1t lletlbre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, csf the oil urket in each lleaber State, according to the best 
estia1tes of the national experts. 
(2) Prix 6 la poape/Puap price. 
(3) Prh pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
<4> Prh pour livraisons inftrieures • 2000 tonnes par aoil ou inftrieures 6 24.000 t-s par an. Prh franco con-teurs. 
Prices for offt1kes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year ... livered Cons1111r Prices. 
• Pri1 .. 1ia:u1/Raxia1111 prices. 
Nive- indicatifs hebdolllldaires des pri1 hors taxes• la cons1111111tion en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excliiiled (1). 
(Tableau hlbdoltadaire> Prix au 
Prices II at 2.11.1982 TABLEAU I TABLE 2 
Essence super Essence norule &asoi l aoteur Gasoil chauff1ge Fuel Residual HTS 
Prni1111 gasoline Regular gasoline - autoaotive gasoil • Heati1111 gasoil Residual Fuel OH HJC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique • 338,61 317,50 318,59 292,87- 188,95 
Danaark 301,52 293,69 315,50 300,96 194,67 
Deutschland 318,35 292,05 315,21 292,83 168,79 
Elles 395, 19 367,74 239,20 238,73 150,62 
France 320,32 297 ,89 296,47 285,88 189,54 
Ireland 366,80 360,44 351,45 313,53 229,25 
Ital i1- 306,28 277 ,72 306,38 296,27 181,85 
Luxellbourg 323,79 304, 10 308,36 289,28 191,59 
Nederland 338,87 317, 19 317,55 296,21t 199,42 
United Kingdoa 31_1,89 302,12 321,32 358,20 196,19 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
•> lloyenne/Average (5) 318,38 297 ,90 308,68 298,72 185,08 
b) Variation aoyenne I 
Average variation I +651 +621 +771 +1061 +941 2.11.82 /15.12.78 
c> variation aoyenne sur 
les 5 produhs 
I Average variation for ~ I 881 all 5 products 2.11.82 /15.12.,78 
. . (1J Prix Les plus souvent prat,quts et 1ins1 reprtsentatifs, nlon les ae1lleures esu .. uons des experts Rs Etats llellllres, du urcht 
pttrolier de cheque Etat Reabre. 
Prices aost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil .. rket in each Reabtr State, accordi119 to the best esti .. tes of 
the national experts. 
<2> Prb 6 la poape/ P1111p p,; ce 
<3> Prh pour livrahon de 2.000 6 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
<4> Prix pour livraison inftrieure • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieure 6 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco conS01111ateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per IIOrlth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices 
<5) La aoyenne rtsulte d'une pondtration des quantitts conse>1111tes de chaque produit concernt au cours de ~·arnte 1981. • 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consuaed duri1111 the period 1981. 
• Prh uxiuux/Raxi- prices. 
CoOt CAF d'approvhi-t en brut de la c-uit. 
CIF Cost of C-ity crude oil supplies, 15.12.71 
Price Hat 
Prh au juillet 1982 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHlUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH rlA TON TYOO • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 18th November,1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 171 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relat~ng to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin' follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships ove~ a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
cat~gories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sale~ for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
~ethods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the' 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.~0.) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for : 
10> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20> we;ghted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP/EISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
4# I 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITlES - COMMSSION DES COMMUNAUTES ElJ'IOPEEr-N:S - EmPOrli TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMU'--iTA EUROPEE - COWMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
Jliveaux indicatifs hebdolladairn d9s prh hors ta.xes. II La conso,-ation en monnaies nationales 
lleellly indicati11.e conSUller price levels in national. currencies. Taxe and duties excluded <1> 
<Tableau htbdomadaire> 
Essence super E-..ence noraale 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gaao.l iM 
'l'OOU L . 1000 L. 
(2) (2) 
Belgique cm• 16.680 15.640 
D-arlc (DK) 2.990 2.830 
Deutschland <D"> 809 742 
Ell11 (H) 28.612. 26.625 
France (FF) 2.298,.30 2. 137,40 
Lreland (lrish I!) 247,22 269,47 
Italia (Li re):· 463.600 421 .940 
l.llllffllour.• UL). ; 15 .. 9SO 14.980 
Nederland (Fl) 938 878 
United KingdOIII (It) 183,30 177 ,so 
.Prix au 
































Fuel R~•iduel HTS 













(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi reprts.entatifs, selon les 11eilleures·esti11ations des experts des Etats "e•bres, 
du marchf petro,ier de chaque Etat Membre. , 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each "ellber State, according to the best 
estimates or the national experts. 
(2) Prix a la pofflPe/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres/Prices. for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inUrieures a 2000 tomes par aois ou inftrieures. a 24.000 tomes par an. Prix franco consouateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per IIOllth or Less. than. 24,,IIOG t.ona per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
• Prix aaxiaaux/Maxiaua prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebd0111adaires des prix hors taxe, I la r.onsOlllmation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consU11er price ll!Vels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdOtladaire) Prix au 





I Gaso~chauffage I Fuel Residual HTS ~s,..r II.Una nor•a.le I Gasoi t. MOteur I Pre•i 1111 gaso Line ltegubr ps~l fneo t autmoti'vt gawft lll!ft ~t ~ Fuel Oil HSC 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonnt 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
hl9ique ·• 332,50 311,77 312,84 287,59 185,54 
Dan11ark 319,47 3.11, 76 310,65 296,33 191,68 
Deutsch land 312 ,41 286,54 309,32 285,38 169,14 
Elles 388,80 ~-1,80 235,33 235,33 148,18 
France 314,70 29l,67 291,27 280,87 186,22 




201t·, ,a· 179:,51 
Lux ....... ?17 ,95 298,61 
' 
302,80 284,06 188,13 
Nederland !32,80 311,51 309,02 I 287,74 195,84 Un;ted K;ngdoa 303,67 294,06 316,10 352,38 193,00 
C .E.EJE.E.C. I 
I 182,66 a> l'loyenne/Average (5) 314,42 i 29·3',04 303,12 292,62 I I b) Variation· moyenne ,: I 
+63% i +59:t +74% +102% : •92% Average variation,: i 8. 11 .82 /15~12.78 
c> var;at;on moyenne sur 
Les 5 produits 
c~~J Average variation for all 5 products 
8. 11.82 /15 .12 .78 
(1) 
' ' Prix Les plus souv~t prat1quts et a1ns1 reprtsentatifs, selon Les •e1lleures estimations des experts des Etats "••bret, du ••rcbt 





Prices most frequently charged and thus •eoresenta+ive of the oil mar~et in each l'leJllber State, accordtng to the best estiaates of 
the national experts. 
Prix ii la pamp«/ PUMP· price-
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 i 5.000 L;tres.l Pri~ for delillfl'ies of ~,ODO to S:,000 litres.. 
Prh pour l ivrai son inUrieure ii 2000 tonnes par aoh ou inferi,eure ii 24.DOO tonnes par an. Prix franco consom.ateurs. 
Prices tor ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
la mll,)!.enne rhulte d'une ponderation des cn,antiUs consommees de chaoue produit. concern~ au cours de , ·anr,ee 1981 
The result of we;ghting the prices of tl!e product~ conc.~rned by t>ie quantities cons1111ed during the period 1981 
* Prix •a•i•aux/l'laximum prices. I TABLEAU 3 J TA8lf 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionne11ent en brut de la Co111Sunaute. 
CIF Cost of Co•unity crude oil supplin, 
Prix au 
15.12.78 
Pric~ a, at 
Pri • au jui l let 1982 
Price as at Jul~ 1982 
Evclution (l) 
8.11.82/15.12.78 
i .:· ,87 107,76 
33,65 +/-248 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAl'lA EKnPO:rnnov TYllO'i' - GRl.ffO DEL PORTAVOCE - BIJ'IEAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDDIUlSI • MITTHlUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfORMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAIOINDIH na TON nno . INfDRMAZIONI AllA STAMPA. MHIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 25th November 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 172 
'flf/7 .. '{I/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the lat~st 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency ~s regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although ~a~id for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no a~count is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. · 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand <telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indicaHons for : 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2> 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies <Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.78 
+85% 
+142,60% 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KCMASSIONDES "~f!. ~S E~~~~H TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHTON COM\1ISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMSSION VVIYIIV,V,""'-' I IC 




~iveaux indicatifs hebdolladaires des prix hors taxes a la consoaaation en 110nnaies nationale1 







Ireland <Irish 1£> 
Italia <Lire):· 
Luxembourg ( FL> 
Nederland' <FL> 









































Prices as at 1 S .11 .1982 
Gasoi l aoteur l 






















































· .,s souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs, selon Les Meilleures .estimations des experts des Et1ts Nellbres, 
,,etrol ier de chaque Etat Netllbre. 
frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil market in t•ch Me11ber State, according to the best 
· the national experts. 
(2) Prix• l~ µoapelPUIIP price. 
(3) Prix pour livr1ison de 2.000 a 5~000 litres/Pricn ror deliveries of 2,000 to S,000 litres. 
HTS 
Oil 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inferieures a 2000 tonnes par •ois ou inferieures a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco conso ... teurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
* Prix aaxiaaux/N1xiaua pri.ces. 
Niveaux 1ndi cat ifs hebdollad1ires des pri x hors taxes a le consor.1111at,on en dollars eourants 




Prices as at 15/1111982. 
&asol l 11otevr &asoil ch1uffage 
TAB:..EAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 
--
V"'t: 
Essence noraate ., I Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline · automotiv-. gasoil I Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil H~C 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (?.) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique• 332,66 311,92 305,98 ! 280,75 185,64 D11111ark 297, 13 289 ,41 320,28 305,40 199,55 
Deutsch land 309,77 283,89 306,68 283,50 168,40 
Elles 388,85 361,85 
I 
235,36 235,36 148,20 
France 324,63 302,63 297 ,77 287,38 185,95 
Ireland 360,34 354,10 345,21 308,01 225,21 
Ital i1 311,56 283,56 300,46 290,55 179, 12 
Luxeabourg 323,49 302,75 299,16 288,39 188,23 
Nederland 321,27 303,14 305,99 i 284,66 • 194,75 Unlted KingdOII 2115,56 286,27 311,05 346,75 189,92 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
a> lloyennelAverage (5) 313,33 290,96 I 302,87 292,60 182, 14 
b) Variation aoyenne % l Average variation% +63% +58% +74% +102:i: +91t 
15. 11. 87115.12.78 
c) V1rl1t1on 1110y1nne 1ur 
Les S produits 
Average variation for I +857. I all 5 products 
15.11.82 115.12.78 
; 
(1> ' Prix Les plus souvent prat1quts et ains, reprtsentatifs, selon Les ae,Lleures estimations _des experts des Etats llet11bres, du aarche 





Prices •ost frequently charged and thus representathe of the oil market in eath llember State, according to the best estiaates of 
the national experts. 
Prix a ta pon,pel Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 6 5.000 litres.I Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par aois ou inferieure a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consom11ateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered ConsU111er Prices. 
La aoyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommees de chaque produit concerne au cours de l'annee 1981 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by tne quantities consumed during the period 1981 
* Prix •aKimaux/~axiaum prices. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoDt CAF d'1pprovisionneaent en brut de la co .. unaute. 
CIF Cost of CollBunity crude oil supplies. 
PMx IU 
Price as at 
15.12.78 
Prix au iuil let 1982 
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ANAIOINDIH rlA TON TYH • INf DRMAZIDNE ALLA STAM PA • MEDEDHING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 2 December 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 173 l/'IJ7. y11 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Cont111ission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Comm~ssion considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50~) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in I) of COl'llfflunity indications for: 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN , ,, 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

fliveaux indicatifs hebd011adaires des prix hors taxes A la conso .. ation en 11onnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excludid ct) 
(Tableau hebdolladaire> 
Essence super Essence nor .. le 
.. . 9re111i1111 gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
Belgique (FB)* 15.640 14.680 
Oanaark (OK) 2.695 ~ '.' 2.625 
Deutschland <DN) 800 732 
El las (DR) 28.61-2 26.625 
France (FF) 2.374,20 2.213,30 
Ireland Urish II> 273,96 269,89 
Italia (Lire>'· 463,.600 421.940 
Luxellbourg (FL) 16.220 15.180 
flederland (Fl> 182 831 
United Kingdoa <t> 177,SO 170,80 
,Prix au 
Prices as at : 22 •11 •1982• 
Gasoil 111oteur 6asoil chauffage 
Autoaotive gasoil Heating gasoi.l 











TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Fuel R,isiduel NTt 













(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiqu6s et ainsi repr6sentatifs, selon les aeilleures estimations des experts des Etats Nellbre1, 
du 11arch6 p6trolier de chaque Etat "ellbre. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each "eaber State, according to the best 
uti111ates of the national experts. 
<2> Prix A la po111pe/PU11P price. 
<3> Prix pour livraison de 2.000 A 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inf6rieures 6 2000 tonnes par aois, ou inf6rieures A 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix f'ranco conso111111ateur1. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
• Prix 111axi111aux/"axi111ua prices. 
Niveaux indic1tif1 hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes 6 la cons011111ation en dollars courants 




" 1000 L 
m 









'JnHed KingdOII 282,60 
C,E.E.IE.E.C. 
1) Moyenne/A11erage (5) 313,32 
b) Variation moyenne I 
Average variation I +631 
22.11.82 /15.12.78 
c> Variation moyenne sur 
Les 5 prodults 
Average variation for 




Prices as at 
Essence noraale 
Regular gasoline 






























I +86X I 
Gasoil chauffage 
Heating gasotl 















Fuel Residual HTS 














I) Pr1x les plus souvent prahques et a1ns1 representat1fs, selon Les ae, lleures est,mat1ons des uperts des Etats "eabres, du a1r111t 
petrolier de chaque Etat Membre. 
Pr,ces most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best esti1111te1 of 
the national experts. 
?>Prix~ la pompe/ Pump price 
J> Prix pour livraison de 2.000 6 S.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
,> Prix po~r livraison inferieure A 2000 tonnes par 11ois ou inferieure A 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco cons()lll111ateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
;) La r.:~yenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantith consomo,ees de chaque produit concern6 au tours de l'annee 1981. 
The result of we,ght1ng the pr1ces of the products concerned by tne Quantities consumed during the period i981 
tcilh', CAF d'111.»rovhionne11eilt en brut de la C011mun1utt. 
CIF Cost of co ... unity ~rude oil supplies. 
Prix IU 
Price IS at 
Prix IU 




---------...... ----··-· ... -·-r~ .. -•-------------------
9rix de vente des produits pttroliers en aonna;es nationales 









Pri• aoyens prit;quts au 
Average of prices ruling as at 15.9.1982. 






itaff• (Li re) 
t:u~f'f (FL) 
Nlfd\lfl lf'ld (FL) 
. .., alingdoa CII> 











U, KingdolO (ll) 
Essence super Essence Normale 
Premium Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Pr\x de venu Taxes Hors taxes I Pr;• de vente 
w; t hout Taxes Sellina.Pr;ce Without Tues , Sellina Price 
II' 
'*''°°' t5'~.QC»· 31,i418 -r ,._ l0.300 3.402,29 2.987,71 6.390 3.387,87 2.922,13 6.!'0 
677,35 777,35 . 1.454,0 669,07 713,63 1.382, 70 
15, 187,72 28.612,28 43. 0 13.074,43 26.625~57 19.700 
2.380,40 2.219,60 4.600 2.231,30 2.058,70 4.290 
268,94 258,43 527,37 268,67 256,90 525,5r 
69f.900 4:26'. tb(J i.120.0QO ·--~570 314.4~ 1.D.70..QOO 
10.860 15.540 26.400 10. 780 14.720 25.500 
86-5 933 1.798 855 873 1.728 
205,50 1'79 ,00 384·~50 204,50 172,20 376,70 
--
Gasoil Chauffage fuel Lourd HTS 
Heating GasoH Hea~y Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Taxes I Hors taxes Pd• de vente Tues I Hors taxes . I Prix de vente 
I WithO-'·. lans $el Lina, PricE , Wi~hout Tues Se.llina Price 
2.300 13.530 ! 15.830 - I 8.165 a·.165 991,15 2.508,8$ 3.500 410 1.683 2.093 
· 108,98 694 1!02,98 15 1 · 432,35 447,35 2.381,67 17.318,33 19.700 16.905 405 11.310 
545,40 ?.000,60 2.546 47 1.251 1.298 
15,30 213,6t 22ft,9'J ....... 158,8? 169,0i 




,i 13.420 100 8.235 8.335 177 760 937 11,11 I ''16 507, 11 7,7 196,30 204,00 7 ,93 . 108,25 116, 18 
(1) Pr,, a ,a pompe,Pumr, Pf"lte 
(2) Livraisons rle 2000 a 5000 L./Deliveries oof 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
(3) L;vraisons de mo;ns 2000 toflnes par ao,s et oe moins de 24.000 tonnes par an 
Off~a,.•,s of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. 
Gasoi l l'loteur · 
Automot;ve Gasoil 
1000 L. (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vent 
Without taxes Sellina Pde 
8.990 14.710 23.700 
1.C:8,C' 2.721,97 3.760 
593,20 721,10 1.314,30 
- 17 .318,33 -
1 .416,2C 2.073,80 3.490 
200,49 245,23 445,72 
127.09( 414.910 542.000 
4.420 13.420 17 .840 
386 823 1.209 
179,3C 179,60 358,90 
1 I 47,98 FB - 8,8375 CD -
2,4975 Dl'I - 70,83 DR - 7,05FI 
0,7312 ~ ;rL. - 1406,75 Lire, 
2.7340 FL. - 0,5825 ll angl. 
1 ECU 45,2350 FB - 8,33189 CD -
2,35461 DN - 66,7777 DR. -
6,64666 FF - 0,689424 ( irl -
1.326,27 Lit. - 0,549250 tang_ 
TALSMANJENS GAlJ'PE- SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP - GROlPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
<:H,At:,.A EKnPO:rnnov TYflOV - GRlJ>P() DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • • • •• •• • • • • • • •• • • •• • •• • • • • • 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-· . 
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .. . . . ... . . . .. . .. .... ;··· 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • •••• • • • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSE·MIOOIULSI • MITTHLUNG AN DIE PRESSI • PRISS·RHHSI • INfORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH na TON TYH • INf ORMAZIDNI ALLA STAM PA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PERS 
Brussels, 9 December 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No 174 
The weekly o;l bulletin, published by the Commiss;on, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development ;n the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is Limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
j Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X) of Community indications for : 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
20> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 
l 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUAOPIEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KO.MSSION DER El.R)PAISCt-EN GEMENSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMU'fllES - COMtJISSK)N DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EfTTPOr1-t TON EYPOllAkON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMJNTA EUROPEE - COM\tSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
(Tableau hebdomadairel 
.Prix au 
P,-ices as at 29.11.1982. 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 
Essence super Essence nor11ale ! Gasoil OIOteur I Gasoil chauffage I ruel Residuel HTS 11,, I Pre11iu11 gasoline Regular gasoline I Automotive gasoil Heating gasoH i ResidJal Fuel OH 
. ' 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
Belgique (FB)• 15.640 14.680 
Danaark (DK) 2.695 2.625 
Deutschland (DN) 804 741 
Elles (DR) 28.612 26.625 
France (FF) 2.374,20 2.213,30 
Ireland Clrish Ill 273,96 269,89 
Italia CL ire)''· 463.600 421.940 
Luxembourg (FL) 16.220 15.180 
Nederland·· (Fl) 882 831 
United Kingdom (Ill 175,60 168,90 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiqu~s et ainsi repr~sentatifs, selon 
du. march~ p/·· rol ier de chaque Etat Membre. 
Prices most requently changed and thus representative, of the 
estiaates o ·ne national experts. 





' i 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
' (2) ' (3) (4) 
15.038 13. 778 8.606 
2.905 2.770 1.a10 
795 714 432 
17 .31.8 17.318 10.905 
2.177,80 2.101,80 1.360 
259,45 232,70 151,00 
447.090 432.340 266.000 
15.000 14.460 9.438 
835 775 530 
192,70 211,00 113,10 
Les aeilleures estiaations des experts des Etats Membres, 
oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
(3) Prix pour l ison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inf~rieures • 2000 tonnes par mois ou inf~rieures a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco conso1111ateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices, 
* Prix 11axi11aux/Naxi11u11 prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes & la consommation en dollars courants 







Denmark 307 ,82 
Deutsch land 322,89 






Untted Ki ngdot1 282,22 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
al "oyenne/Average (5) 317,45 
bl Variation moyenne X 
Average variation X +65X 
29.11.82 /15.12.78 
c> Variation moyenne sur 
Les 5 produits 
Average variation for 
all 5 products 
29.11.82/15.12._78 
Prix au 
Pricn as at 29.11.82. 
Essence normale Gasoil moteur 
Regular gasoline automotive gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
300,57 307,90 
299 ,82 331,81 
297,59 319,2;' 
372,48 242,27 






298, 75 I 311,62 
+63X I +79% 






I 282,10 316,39 










TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 
















(1) ' ' ' Pr1x les plus souvent prat1ques et a1ns1 representat,fs, selon Les me,lleures est1mat,ons des experts des Etats Membres, du marche 





Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil inarke! in earh Member State, according to th• best estimates of 
the national experts. 
Prix a ta pompe/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour l i vrai son inferi eure a ZOOO tonnes par mo, s ou inf t!rieure a 24 .t•OO tcnr.es par an. Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
Ld moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommt!es de chaque produit cQrcerne au cours de t•ann· , 981 The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed d•Jring the period ~; 81 




CoOt CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la Communaute. 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
r.:-· 
Price u at 
15.12.78 13,87 i07,76 
Prix au acut 1 98? 33, 75 +/-249,40 






TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOH)nOY TYllOY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTIILUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKOINDIH nA TON nno • INFORMAZIONI ALLA STAMPA. MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
«/ 'I /7. YI/ 
Brussels, 16th December,1982. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 175 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relatiag to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOflAiKON KOtNOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
fliveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors taxes• la cons111111ation en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded <i> 
(Tableau hebdoaadalre> 
,Prix au 
Prices as at 6.12.1982 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 
Essence super Essence noraale G11oll aoteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel R~siduel HTS 
P~eaiua gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoll HHting gasol~ Residual Fuel 01 l HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) . (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique CF&>• 15.160 14.200 14.838 13.581 8.606 
Danaark (DK) 2.695 2.625 2.905 2.770 1.810 
Deutschland (DN) 804 739 793 703 436 
El las (DR). 28.612· 26.625 17.318 17 .318 10.905 
France (FF) 2.374,20 2.213,30 2.177 ,80 2.101,80 1.330 
Ireland Cl ri sh I!) 273,96 269,89 259,45 232,70 151 ,00 
Italia CL ire)'·· 463.600 421.940 447.090 432.340 263. 100 
Luxellbourg (FL) 15.220 14.230 14. 700 14.160 8.736 
Nederland (Fl) 882 831 835 775 520 
United Kingdoa Ct) 183,30 176,60 203,30 211,00 121,00 
(1) Prix le plus ·souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs, selon les aeilleures estiaations des experts des Etats Neabres, 
du marche petrolier de chaque Etat Neabre. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil •arket in each Neaber State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix• la pompe/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
<4> Prix pour l ivraisons inferieures • 2000 tonnes par mols ou inferieures i 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco conso1111ateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
• Prix aaxiaaux/Naxiaua prices. 
Niveaux lndicatlfs hebdOtlladaires des prlx hors taxes• la conso11111atlon en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consu11er price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1). 
(Tableau hebdoaadai re>.· Prix au 6•12 .1982• Prices as at TAGLEAU 2 TABLE 
Essence super Essence normal• Gasoi l aoteur Gasoll chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Premiua gasoline Regular gasoline aut011otive gasoll Heating gasoll Residual Fuel Oil ltSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique• 319,36 299,13 312,57 286,09 181 ,29 
Oan11ark 316,79 30,,56 341,48 325,61 212,76 
Deutsch land 332,31 305,44 327, 76 290,56 180,20 
El las 407,92 379 ,59 246,90 246,90 155,47 
France 346,49 323,01 317,83 306,74 194,10 
Ireland 377 ,82 372,21 357 ,81 320,92 208,24 
ltal i a 331,38 301,60 319,58 309,03 188,06 
Luxen1bourg 320,62 299,76 309,66 298,29 184,03 
Nederland 330,73 311,60 313,11 290,61 , 195,00 
United Kingdoa 298,82 287,90 331,43 360,28 197,26 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
al lloyenne/Average (5) 328,07 307,94 321 ,63 305,14 189 ,53 
bl Variation aoyenne X 
Average variation X +70% +68X +85X +111X +99X 
6.12.82 /15.12.78 
c> Variation moyenne sur 
les 5 produits 
I I Average variation for + 93% all 5 products 
6.12 .82 /15. 12'._78 
(1) . ' ' 
I 
' ' Pr1x les plus souvent prat1quts et a,nsl reprtsentat1fs, selon les meilleures est,aations_des experts des Etats llen1bres, du marcht 





Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each llember State, according to the best estiaates of 
the national experts. 
Prix a la pompe/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 i 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inftrieure i 2000 tonnes par mois ou inftrieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consomn,ateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommees de chaque produit concerne au cours de l'annee 1981 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 1981 
• Prix maximaux/Maximum prices. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
coot CAF d'1pprovislonnement en brut de la C011Munaute. 
CIF cost of Comaunity crude oil supplies, 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 
Prix au septembre 1982 




33,49 +/-247 ,63 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP- GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMA/'J.A EKnPOH)flOY TYnO'i' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• •• 
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PRESSE·MEDDHHSE • MITTEILUNG AN DH PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE • INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
ANHDINDIH rlA TON TYRO • INFDRMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA • MEDEDHING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 22 December 1982 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 176 'f '/ I 7. 'f I I 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relatiog to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution Cin X> of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies <Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE ROEURORPEA:IEN 'coSKEMMFJEUNLLITEIESSS KACBEOMR ~~~co~~ui~~~~~~:~~H TON EYPOnAlKON KOl~THTON COMMISSION OF THE EU -
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
' 

-·· <.:·-·,--.·~·'"I'!!"·~--~·---:~---~--.. --.....-..... - ---··-··----------------
-Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadairas des prix hors taxes l la conso .. ation en •onnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative con11.11er price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded <i> 
(Tableau hebdoaadaire> 
~Prix au 
Prices as at 
13.12.1982. 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Essence super Essence noraale 6asoil 11oteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residuel HTS 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline AutOIIOtive gasoil Heating 9110H Residu'al Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FB)* - 14.680 13.720 14.310 13.051 8.338 
Dan111rk (DK) 2.560 2.495 2.905 2.770 1.810 
Deutschland (DM) 799 739 786 694 428 
Ellas (DR) 28.612 26.625 17.318 17.318 10.905 
France (FF) 2.319,40 2.167 2.228,40 2.153,20 1.330 
Ireland (Irish It) 274,38 269,88 262,58 232,80 162,60 
Italia (Li re):'· 463.600 421.940 447.090 432.340 262.710 
Luxembourg (FL) 15.220' 14.230 14.700 14.160 8.736 
Nederland' (Fl) 864 813 809 750 514 
United Kingdoa <~> 180,40 177,50 203,30 221,00 120, 70 
(1) Prix le plus. souvent pratiques et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon les aeilleures estiaations des experts des Etats Meabres, 
du marcht petrolier de chaque Etat Membre. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil market in each Meaber State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix l la pompe/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 l 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
<4> Prix pour livraisons inftrieures l 2000 tonnes par 11ois ou inftrieures l 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoamateur1. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
• Prix maxim:ux/llaxiaum prices. 
Niveaux 1ndicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes l la conso11mation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
<Tableau hebdoaadaire> Prix au 
Prices as at 13.12.1.982. TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Essence super Essence normale 6asoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique• 303,57 283, 72 295,92 269,88- 172,42 
Danmark 294,25 286,78 333,90 318,39 208,04 
Deutsch land 323,39 299,10 318,12 280,89 173,23 
El las 398,71 371,02 241,33 241,33 151,96 
France 331,08 309,32 318,09 307,35 189,85 
Ireland 370,43 364,35 354,50 314,29 219,52 
Ital i I 325,22 295,99 313,63 303,29 184,29 
Luxembourg 314,73 294,26 303,98 292,82 180,65 
Nederland 317,41 298,67 291,84 275,53 188,83 
United Kingdoa 289,84 285,18 326,63 355,07 193,92 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
a) Moyenne/Average (5) 317,43 300,20 314,89 298,57 185, 13 
b) Variation moyenne X 
+65X Average variation X +64X +81% +106X +94X 
13.12.82/15.12.78 
c> Variation moyenne sur 
Les 5 produits 
Average variation for I +88% I all 5 products 
-13.12.82/15.12,18 
(1) I I ' I Pr1x Les plus souvent pr1t1quts et a,nsi representat,fs, selon Les me,lleures estiaat,ons_des experts des Etats Membres, du aarcht 





Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best estimates of 
the national experts. 
Prix a la pompe/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure l 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieure a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Pfices. 
La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites conso1111ees de chaque produit concerne au cours de l'annee 198. 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 1981 
* Prix maximaux/Maximum prices. 
... , 
coot CAF d'1pprovilionne11ent 1n brut de l1 Coaunaut6. 
CIF Cost of COMUnity crude oil supplies, 
Prix IU 
Price 11 1t 
15.12.78 
Prix 1u septembre.1982 
Price 11 1t September 1982 
Evolution <X> 
13.12.82/15.12.78 
~rix de vente des produits pttroliers en aonnaies nationales 










Prix aoyens pratiquts au 15 octobre 1982 




Ell as CDR) 
France (FF) 
Ireland CI.It) 
Italia CL ir'e) 
Luxembourg (FL) 
Nederland (FU 




El las (DR) 
France (FF) 




u. Kingdo• Cll) 
Essence super Essence Normale 
Premiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Vi thout Taxes Selling Price 
. 
16.640 15.560 32,200 16.380 14.520 30.900 
3.418,52 3.061,48 6.480 3.403,10 2.996,90 . 6.400 
681,89 812,21 1.494,10 673,39' 746,81 1.420,20 
15.187,72 28.612,28 43.800 13.074,43 26.625,57 39.700 
2.394,50 2.295,50 4.690 2.245,40 2.134,60 4.380 
271,74 273,.96 545,70 271,01 269,89 . 540,90 
698,060 446.940 1.145.000 689.730 405.270 1,095.000' 
10.860 15.540 26.400 10.780 14.720 25.500 
870 950 1.820 860 890 1.750 
205,30 177,50 382,80 204,40 170,90 375,30 
Gasoil Chauffage Fuel Lourd HTS 
Heating Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes . Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Sellina Price 
2.432 14;308 16.740 
- 9.050 9.050 
~-030,82 2.689,18 3.720 410 1.738 2.148 
115,35 743 858,35 15 433,64 448,64 
g.381,67 17.318,33 19. 700 405 10.905 11.310 . 
554,80 2.051,20 2.606 47 1.364 1.411 
15,30 232,70 248 10, 14 151 161, 14 
125.907 407.060 532.967 1.000 246.725 247.725 
670 13.430 14.100 100 8.627 8.727 
191 835 ~ 1.026 11,11 539 550,11 
7,7 211 218,70 7,93 114,88 122,81 
(1) Prix a la po11pe/Pump price 
(2) Livraisons de 2000 a 5000 L./Deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
(3) Livraisons de aoins 2000 tonnes par mois et de moins de 24.000 tonnes par an 
Offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per ye,r. 
· Gasoi l liloteur · 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L, (1) 
Tues Hors t111es Prix de vente 
Vi thout t111es Sellina Price 
9,200 15.550 24.750 
1.077,iO 12,902,30 3.980 
600,48 777, 12 1.377 ,60 
- 17 .31!1,33 -
1.427,2( 2.132,80 3.56(' 
203,05 259,45 462,50 
127.090 414.910 542.1.lOO 
4.560 14. 770 19.330 
399 895 1.294 
180.00 184.40 364 40 
I= 48,83 FB - 8,9550 CO -
2,5175 ON - 71,56 OR -
7,1240 FF - 0,7396 ll irl -
1.435,50 Lires - 2,7470 Fl. 
0,5~ ll angl.-
ECU 
UCE = 45y5844 FB - 8,35978 CO -
2,35017 ON - 66,8036 DR -
6,65048 FF - 1.340,09 Lires 
2,56441 Fl.-0,690483 ll irl. 
0,547687 ll angl. · 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTIILUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A.LA PRHSI 
ANHOINDIH nA TON nno . INFORMAZIDNI Al~A STAMPA. MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
... 
Brussels, 6th January, 1983. 
l/ <(/7. 'II I 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 177 
The weekly o;t bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain piices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the· 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand <telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Week Ly summary : I Evolution (in X) of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE ECROPtEISKE FtELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN __ 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSlONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
,IOvee(II indicatifl hebcloaadaHes des pr,x nors taxes a LI cons-t1u11 en 110nn11e1 nat1onuw1 
Weekly indicative consumer price level• in national currencies. T1xe end duties excluded (1S 
<Tlbleeu htbcloaedaire> 
,Prix au 
Prices •sat : 20.12.1982 
TABLO~ 
TABLE 
Essence super E111nce norHlt Gasoil •oteur &.soil ch1uff1ge Futl Residutl HTS 
Prealua gasoline Regular gasolint Autoaotive gesoll Heating g1101,l h1idJ•l Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 





Irel 1nd <Iri 
Ital,a (Li 
Luullbourg ( 























(2) (3) m 
14.638 13.376 8.338 
2.905 2.770 1.810 
780· 695 426 
, 
'.' 17.318 17 .318 10.905 
2.228,40 2.153,20 1.330 
262,58 232,80 162,60 
447.090 432.335 261.670 
14.300 13.760 8.468 
821 763 507 
199,30 210,20 119 ,90 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pr1tiqu6s et ainsi repr6sent1tifs, selon les aeilleures estf•ations des expert, des Etat, Mt!•bres, 
du •arch~ p6trolier de cheque Et1t Mellbre. 
Prices e!,st frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil •arket in each Meaber State, according tc t"e b11st 
estimaJe~ of the national experts. 
(2) Prh • la poape/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livralson ~· 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons lnf6rieures • 2000 tonnes par •ols ou inf6rleures • 24.000 tonnes par en. Prix fr,~cn conso•B1teu~,. 
Prices for offt1kes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Con11.aDr P:i·~•. 
* Prh Mxlaaux/Maxiaua prices. 
Nfveaux fndicatifs hebdomadafres des prix hors taxes• la conso11111ation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in curr~nt dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau llebdo•1dai re> Prix au : 20.12,1982 Prices as at 
Essence super Essence nor•ale Gasoil aoteur Gas~~l chauffage Fuel Residual HT, 
Pre•;Uftl gasoline Regular gasoline aut011otive gasoil He4t;ng gasoil Resid11al Fuel Oil. Hsr. 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L re .. n't 
(2) (2) (2) ,___Ql ____ ,_ - (4) 
Belgique • 310,24 289,95 309,35 282,68 . 176,2' 
Danaark 300,73 293,09 341,26 325,40 212,67. 
Deutsch lend 325,89 297,76 322,58 287,42 176,17 
El las 403,04 375,05 243,95 243,95 153,61 
Franu 338,94 316,67 325,64 3~4,65 194,36 
Ireland 37_7 ,41 371,22 361,18 320,22 223,65 
Ital ;a,. 331,73 301,92 319,92 309,36 187 ,2~ 
Luxe .. bourg 301,15 281,08 302,21 290,80 178,91; 
Nednland 316, 10 297,00 307,49 285,76 189,88 
United l(ingdo't 284,61 273,81 321,19 338,76 •t93,23 
-C.E.E./E.E.C. 
•> lloy•nr,e/Average (5) 320.,01 299,34 320, 17 302,96 187,71!1 
b) Variation •oyenne X I Average vae;ation X +66% +63% +84% I +10?% '97% 20.12.82 /15.12.78 
c> Variation •oyenne sur 
Les 5 prod•Jits 
Average var;ation for I +91% I all 5 products 
20.12.82 /15.12.78 . ; 





petrolier de chaque Etat llembre. 
Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil aarket in each "ember State, accord;ng to the best esti•ates of 
the national experts. 
Prix 6 la pompe/ Pump price 
Prix pour,livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure • 2000 tonnes par mois ou inf6rieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consomm~teurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per •onth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered consu•er Prices 
La Moyenne resulte d'une ponderat;on des quant;tes conso•m6es de chaque produit concerne au cours de l'~nn~e 19R1 • 
The res\llt of weight;ng the prices of the products concerned by the quant;ths consumed during th" period 1981 
• Prix •aximaux/Maximu• prices. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionne .. nt en brut de la C01111unaut•. 
CIF Cost of Cot111unity crude oil supplies, 
Prix IU 
Price II It 
15.12.78 
Prix au septembre 1982 
Price as at Septe•ber 1982 
Evolution (X> 
20.12 .82/15 .12. 78 
13,87 107,76 
33,49 +/-2/.7,63 
>1 ··--··--- I 
~Gv_J .. 
The Commission Oil Bullet;n ;ndicates : 
1. Each week 
a> the indicative level of the most representative pre-tax consumer prices in 
each Member state and for the Community as a whole, for the following principal 
oil products and consumer types : 
- premium and regular gasolines and.automotive gasoil, at the pump; 
heating gasoil, for deliveries of 2000 to 5000 litres; 
.: 
residual fuel oil (maximum sulphur content) delivered prices for (small) 
consumers with offtakes of less than 2000 metric tons per month or less 
than 24.000 metric tons per year. 
These price levels are indicated in national currencies.(Table 1) and in current 
dollars (Table 2). In the latter case, the bulletin also indicatn.d for the 
Communi:y as a whole, the percentage change from mid Dece~be~ 19?8 in the 
price of each product~ and in the average for all the products considered 
weighted according to their consumption during a given period. 
b) the cif cost level of Community crude oil supplies, calculated at the 
date of landing Ciable 3). This is a weighted average ~hich includes 
ComMunity produced crude oils consumed within the producing member state 
and based on the actual structur~ of Community supply and the prices 
actually paid for the crude oils concerned (i.e. including both rebates and 
premia). Data for this calculation are obtained in the main, from the monthly 
declarations made under· the Community· system for the registration of crude 
oil imports. · 
2. Each Month 
Average ruling prices (and the taxes and duties applicable) in national currency 
for principal oil products in each member state as at the 15th of the previous 
month (Table 4). For the same date, this table also shows the rates of 
exchange against the dollar and the European Unit of Account to facilitate 
comparison, if desired, between Member states. 
3. Each Quarter 
The level in current dollars, and the indexed evolution since the first quarter 
of 1977 (Fourth quarter 1978 = 100), of the average CIF price of crude oil supply 
for each Member state and for. the Community as a whole. 
These average CIF prices, obtained•through application.of a 1976 Council 
Directive and a Commission implementing decision of 1977 on price transparency, 
are derived from oil coll'()any declarations received by the Commission via 
Member states; these data cover at least 85?. of crude oil imports and include 
local crude production. Average quarterly costs for each type of crude are 
weighted by the quantities actually supplied using the official market rates 
of exchange to obtain the most representative supply cost indications. 
Finally table 6 shows, by Member Country and for the Community, the imported 
supply cost of the main petroleum products. This cost figure is also 
available in accordance with the requirements of Community.documents on the 
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PRISSl·MIDDILILSI • MITTHLUNG AN DIE PRISSI • PRHS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANAIOINDIH flA TON TYDD • INf ORMAZIDNI ALLA STAM PA • MIDI OILING AAN DI PERS 
Brussels, 13th January, 1983. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 178 L/'117, '(II 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a Hhole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution ~hich are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50 .. ) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (T~hle 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of 
oil sup~l.iet (Tab~e 3~. 
· compare~ with· 15.12~7~ : 
I 
crude 
·/ ,' .' 
+92% 
+1,07% 
KOMMSS10N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROm:ISKE F~LLESSK~R .. :C."'"""'' DES CCJMMU,WJTES EUROPEENt-ES - EmPOOH TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTClt...i COMtvlSSlall OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - \AAVRVll<><>•vn N 
COMMISSIOIIE DELLE COMJNITA EUROPEE - COMtvlSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPE 
-~Hvt1u• indicatifs hebdomadaires des prh hors taxes • la conso•ation en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consumer price lenlt in national .currencies • Taxe and dut10s ••eluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdoHdai re) 
.. Prill au 
Prices as at 3.1.1983. 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 
Essence super Essence norHle Gasoi l moteur 6asoi l chauffagt Fuel Rtsiduel HTS 
Pre•iu11 gasoline Regular gasoline Auto•ot i ve gasoil Heating guoi.l Residu'al Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FB)* 14.680 13.720 14.358 13.103 8.794 
Dan•ark (DK) 2.710 2.645 2.860 2.650 1.710 
Deutschland (DIO 766 698 764 688 424 
Ellas (DR) 28.612 · 26.625 17.318 17,318 10.905 
France (FF) 2.319,40 2.167 2,228,40 2 .153,20 1.295 
Ireland <Irish i> 274,38 269,88 262,58 232,80 162,60 
Italia (Lire)· 441,780 400.120 447 .090 432.340 261.210 
Luxembourg (FL) 14.250 · 13,300 14.300 13. 760 8.468 
Nederland (Fl) 843 792 808 745 506 
United Kingdom ci > 170,80 164,10 198,50 220,20 119,70 
<1> Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs , selon les •eilleures estiaations du experts des Etats Me.bros, 
du marche petrolier de chaque Etat llembre. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representa:ive, of the oil market in each "'ember St1t1,'1ccording to the bdt 
estimates of the national experts, 
(2) Prix 6 la pompe/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2,000 a 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
<4> Prix pour livraisons inHrieures a 2000 tonnes par Mis ou inUrieures a 24.000 tonnes par •n, Prix franco conso1111ateur1. 
Prices for off takes of less than 2,000 tons per •onth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
• Prix 11axiHux/fllaximu• prices. 
Niveaux indi cat ifs hebdomadai res des prh hors taxes 6 la conso11mation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in current dollars, Tax and duties .. eluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdomadai re> Prix au 
Pri r.es as at 3.1.1983 
Essence super 
I 
E5sence normale I Ga soil moteur I 
Gasoi l chauffage 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline automotive gasoi l Heating gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L I 1000 L 1000 L (2l (2) (2l (3) 
Belgique * 314,38 293,82 307 ,48 280,60 
Oan11ark 323, 11 315,36 341,00 315,96 
Deutsch land 322 ,25 293,64 321,41 289,44 
El las 404,41 376,32 244,77 244, 77 
France 344 ,25 321 ,63 330,74 319,58 
Ireland 383,48 377, 19 366,98 325 ,36 
Italia 322,87 292 ,43 326,76 315,98 
Luxembourg 305, 17 284,82 306,24 294,67 
Nederland 320,89 301 ,48 307 ,57 283,59 
United Kingdo• 276,86 266,00 321 ,77 356,94 
C.E.E,/E,E,C, 
al Moyenne/Average (5) 317 ,95 297 ,25 322,55 ' 307 ,33 
bl Vari at ;on 11oyenne X 
Average variation X +65X +62X +85X +112X 
3.1.1983 /15.12.78 
cl Variation inoyenne sur 
l es 5 produit s 
I Average variation for I +92X all 5 products 
3, 1 • 1983 / 15, 12, 7 8 
TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 
















(1) ' Pru les plus souvent pr1t1quh et ains, reprhentat,ts, selon les meilleures est1111t1ons des experts des Etats llembres, du marche 





Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil fflarket in each l'lember State, according to the b .. t estimates of 
the national experts. 
Prh a la pompe/ Pump prict 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • ·5.000 litres.l Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure • 2000 tonnes par mois ou inftrieure a 24.000 tonr\es par an. Prix franco conso1111ateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Pdces. 
La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommtcs de chaQue produit concerne au cours de l 1annee 1981 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantiti,:,,: corsumed during the period 1981 
Pri,c maicimaux/M,uimum prices. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionne•ent en brut de la CommunauH. 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
15.12.78 




Prix au septembre 1982 
Price as at September 1982 33,49 +/-24~ ,63 
RECTIF!CATIF BULLETIN 177 
prices at 20.12.82 
DOPIESTIC GASOIL 
• United Kingdom, 220,20 i ongl, /354,87 
Ne111 European Average 304,86 
Evolution <X> 
3.1.83 /15.12.78 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP - GROlPE OU PORTE-PAROLE 
CJv',At:,.A EKnPOH"lllCJY TYllOY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH nA TON nno . INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 20th January, 1983 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 179 '/ Vt 7. 'II/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it is 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each country), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context the essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.50.) 
J Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 




KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EU~ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMU\IITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEEr-N:S - EmPOllH TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COWMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
~iveaux indicatif1 hebd011adeire1 des prix hors taxes• la conso .. ation en monn1ies national•• 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in national currencies. Texe and duties excluded <1> 
(Tableau hebdomadeire> 
,Prix au 
Prices u et 10.1, 1983 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Essence super Essence noraalt Gasoil aoteur 611oil ch1uff11• Puel IH111uel NTt 
Preaiu• gasoline Regular gasoline Autoaotive gesoil HHting 91soil Re11du'al fuel t1l NIC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
ltlgiqu• (Fl)* 14.680 13.720 13.982 12.718 1.794 
Danaarlc (DK) 2,670 2.605 2.845 2.630 1.710 
Deutschl1nd (DIii> 755 687 755 673 424 
Ell11 (DRl 29.130 27,143 19,696 19.696 12.973 
Franc• (ff) 2.319,40 2.167 2.228,40 2.153,20 1.295 
lre~1nd Clrhh I!) 281,11 278,01 271,98 240,20 167,96 
ltel i1 (Lire>· 441.780 400.120 447.090 419.358 256.163 
LuxeNGurg (FL) 14.250 13.300 140300 13.760 8.461 
Ne*rl1nd (fl) 830 779 717 721 506 
United Kingdom CID 168,00 161,30 198,50 220,20 119,50 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pr1tiqu•s et ainsi repr,sentetifs, selon les aeilleures estia1tions des experts des Et1t1 Meabres, 
du •arch• pttrolier de ch1que Et1t Melllbre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil a1rket in each Meabtr State, according to the best 
e1tia1tes of the national experts. 
(2) Prix• la poape/Puap price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livr1isons inf,rieures • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix fr1nco conso•••t•urs. 
Prices for offt1ke1 of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or le11 than 24~000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
• Prix .. xia1ux/Maxiaua prices. 
Nivteux indic1tifs hebd011adaires des prix hors taxes• la consoaaation en dollars courents 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in curr•nt dollars, Tax and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau htbdoaadaire> Prix IU 
Prices II It 
10, 1 .1983 TABLl!AU z 
TABLE 
Enenct super Essence noraale Guoil moteur &asoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline 1uto1otive gasoil Heating guoil Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique• 320,05 299,12 304,83 277,27· 191,72 
Dana1rk 324,52 316,62 345,79 319,65 207,83 
Deutsch land 323,75 294,59 323,75 288,59 181,81 
Ellas 348,73 324,94 235,79 235,79 155,30 
France 351,07 328,01 337,30 325,92 196,01 
Ireland 400, 72 396,30 387, 71 342,40 239,42 
Italia 328,88 297,87 332,84 312,19 190,70 
Luxellbourg 310,67 289,96 311,76 299,99 184,61 
Nederland 322,39 302,58 305,69 282,77 196,54 
Unitfd KingdOII 268,97 258,24 317 ,80 352,54 191,32 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
•> Moyenne/Aver1ge (5) 318,75 296,61 325,45 307,53 191,01 
b) Variation aoyenne X 
Average variation X +65X +61X +117X +112X +100X 
10.1.83 /15.12.78 
c) variation •oyennt ,ur 
l es 5 produit s 
Average variation for I 93X I all 5 products 
10.1.83 /15.12'.,78 
(1) Prix Les plus souvent prat1ques et 11nS'i representat1fs, selon Les me1lleures estimations des experts des Et1t1 Meabres, du aarcht 
pttrolier de cheque Etat Membre. 
Prices aost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market ·in each Member State, according to the best estia1te1 of 





PriK • la pompe/ Pump price 
PriK pour livraison de 2,000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inf,rieure • 2000 tonnes par mois ou inf,rieure • 24.000 tonnes par an, Prix franco conso••ateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered fonsu•er Prices 
La moyenne r•sulte d'une pond,ration des quantit•s consomm,es de cheque produit concern• au cours de L annee 1981 • 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consU11ed during the period 1911 
• Prix 1axio1aux/lluimum prices. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoOt CAF d'1,i,rov1sionntatnt en brut dt la Commun1ut•. 
Clf Cost of CoMunity crude oil suppl its, 
Prix au 
Price II at 
15.12.78 
Prix au septembre 1982 










BULLETIN PETROLIER CEE NO. 179 
EEC OIL BULLETIN NO. 179 
Prix C.A.F. aoyen de l'approvisionnement en petrole brut de la Com•unaute 
en S par bari l. 
Average C.I.F. prices of Community supplies of crude oil in S per barrel 
BEL DEN 
. 
4e Trim 78 13,95 13,92 4th Q 78 
1e Trim 79 14,70 15,12 1st Q 79 
2e Trim 79 16,65 18,20 2nd Q 79 
3e Tri• 79 20,10 22,42 3rd Q 79 
4e Tri11 79 22,47 24,75 4th Q 79 
1e Trim180 27,98 31,92 1st Q 80 
2e Trim,80 30,47 33,28 2nd Q 80 
3e Trim 80 
-
34,64 3rd Q 80 
4e Trim 80 
-
35,24 4th Q 80 : 
1e Trill 81 
-
38,50 1st Q 81 
2e Trim 81 
-
37,53 2nd Q 81 
3' Trim 81 
-
34,69 3rd Q 81 
4e Tri• 81 
-
35,48 4th Q 81 
1e Trim 82 
-
34,42 1st Q 82 
2e Trim 82 
-
·32,30 2nd Q 82 
3e Trim 82 
-
33,39 3rd Q 82 
(1) Base 4e Trimestre 1978 = 100 


















IRE 1TAL NETH U.K. EEC 
S/bbl 
13,88 .13,2c 13,84 13,8~ 13,87 
14,80 14,2( 15,01 14,85 14,81 
16,65 16, 71 17,36 17,82 17,48 
20,16 20,81 21,58 21,78 21,53 
23,11 23, 1~ 24,29 24,05 24,20 
28,54 29,5( 30,20 30,78 30,56 
31,10 31,2( 32,06 33,25 32,45 
32,19 32,6~ 33,76 34,21 33,85 
33,49 33,69 35,16 34,95 34,92 
35,90 36,8~ 36,70 37,58 37,45 
37,11 36,82 37,53 37,51 37,39 
- 35,52 35,38 35,01 35,65 
-
34,89 35,49 35,63 35,62 
-
34,19 35,50 34,67 35,10 
- 32,m 32,65 32, 13 32,97 





















TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
CY,M.A EKnPOrnnov TYllO'i' - GRlJ'PO DEL PORTA\OCE - BlffAU VAN DE VVOORDVOERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRIISI 
ANAIOINDIH nA TON nno • INf DRMAZIDNI ALLA STAM PA • MID ID HING AAN DI PIRS 
Bruxelles, 27 January 1983 
'{'111,'111 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N° 180 
The weekly o;l bulletin, published by the Comm;ss;on, gives the latest 
available date relating to price development in the Member States and 
for the Community as a whole. The Commission considers that the bulletin 
contributes to improved transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of 
certain prices. They permit a comparison at any instant in time between 
Member States but such a comparison may not be representative of 
international price relationships over a longer period. Moreover, it ;s 
evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations in exchange 
rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the 
product categories reported are not in every case representative of the bulk 
of sales for each product in each coun.try), quality specifications and 
methods of distribution which are unique to each Member State. In this 
context th.e essentially indicative nature of some elements of table 2 is 
emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the 
beginning of each quarter •. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.34.SO.) 
J Weekly summary: j Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
fof principal oil products (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.78 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies (Table 3) 





Ka.l,MISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE F~LLESSKABER - KOM\tSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEl'JSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES - COMMSSION DES eot.M.NAI.JTES ElR:JPEEl'ffS - EITTPOllH TON EYPO!lA)(QN KOINOTHTCN 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE ElR)PESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
-----~----· --- ----
~iveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaire1 des prix hors taxes• la conso .. ation en 11<>nnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative cons1111er price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdolladaire> 
~Prix IU 
Prices as at 17.1.1983 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Essence super Essence noraale 6asoil aoteur 6asoil chauffage 
==~d~=~it:~ :i: HSC ... .. .. Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline Aut0110tive gasoil Heating gasoil 
,. 
·, 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FIi)* 14.680 13.720 13.982 12. 718 8.794 
Danaark (DIC) 2.670 2.605 2.845 . 2.630 1 .710 
D1ut1chland Cllfl) 742 674 744 647 417 
Ellas (DR) 29. 130 27. 143 19.696 19.696 12.973 
France (FF) 2.212,20 2.076,60 2.198,50 2.111 ;90 1 .295 
Ireland (Irish~> 281 ,23 278,01 269,86 239,44 168,52 
Italia (Lire)'· 424.750 383.090 447.090 419~358 254.296 
t.uxellbourg <FL) 14.250 13.300 14.300 13.760 8.468 
Nederland (FL) 830 779 787 728 506 
Uftited ICingdoa <~> 165, 10 158,40 198,50 220,20 119,30 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiqu•s et ainsi repr,sentatifs, selon les aeilleures estiaations des experts des Etats "eabres, 
du •arch• p6trolier de chaque E~at "elllbre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each Meaber State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix • la po1111e/Puap pdce. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inHrieures • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inf6rieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoaaateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or l111 than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Cons1111er Price,. 
* Prix aaxiaaux/"8xiaua prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors taxes·• la consonation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1). 
(Tableau hebdoaadaire> Prix au 
Prices as at 17.1.1983 TA&LEAU 2 TABLE 
E11ence super Essence noraale Gasoil 11oteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
·Preai1111 gasoline Regular gasoline automotive gasoil Heating gasoH Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique * 317 ,02 296,29 '301,95 274,65 189,91 
DanHrk 321,10 313,28 342,15 316,29 205,65 
Deutsch land 314,51 285,69 315,36 274,24 176,75 
El las 348,48 324, 71 235,6l! 235,62 155,19 
France 331,06 310., 77 329,01 316,05 193,80 
Ireland 395,43 390,90 379,44 336,67 236,95 
Italia 313,46 282,72 329,95 309,48 187 ,67 
Luxeabourg 307,74 287,22 308,82 297, 16 182,87 
Nederland 319,16 299,55 302,63 279,94 194,57 
United Ki,1gdoa 262,35 251,70 315,42 349,91 189,57 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
al Moyenne/Average (5) 307,26 287,33 319,90 298,74 188,30 
b) Variation moyenne X +59X +56% +84X +106% +98% Average variation X 
17.1.83 /15.12.78 
c> Variation aoyenne sur· 
les 5 produits 
I I Average var;ation for +88% all 5 products 
17.1.83 /15.12~78 
. 
(1) ' Pr1x les plus souvent pr1tiquts et ainsi repr6sentatifs, selon Les 11e1lleures estiaat1ons des experts des Et1ts Membres, du aarch6 
pttrolier de chaque Etat Me•bre. 
Prices aost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil aarket ;n each Meaber State, according to the best estimates of 





Prix & la poape/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices for del;veries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure i 2000 tonnes par mois ou inf6rieure A 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoaMateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
La moyenne resulte d'une ponderat;on des quantit6s consommees de cheque produit concern6 au cours de l'annee 1981 The result of weight;ng the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 1981 
* Prix ~aximaux/Maximum prices. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
CoOt CAf d'1pprovisionneaent en brut de la C01111un1ut6. 
Clf Cost of Coaaunity crude oil supplies, 
Prix IU 





Prix au septembre 1982 
Price as at Septellber 1982 
33,49 +/247,63 
Evolution (X) 
17.1.1983/15.12.78 
